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Chamber Asking

Memorial Day

New Revisions

Parade

hGvil Service

Down

to

Local Banks Enter

March

Eighth

St

Senator Feenstra Will

Cited at Reasons

Be Cemetery Speaker;

The board of
Holland

Economy

Banking Houses Unite
In

Holland's Memorial Day Parade

Chamber of Commerce

will

Monday

night ^endorsed a resolution petitioning Congress,members of the Civil Service Board
and all persons in position to
remedy the situation to revise
statutes and regulations with respect to Civil Service tenure to
allow streamlining the executive
branch of
government
through eliminatton of unnecessary personnel and replacement

Holland and Zeeland

Rev. Walvoord Chaplain

director! of the

Gty

for

Bidding Bonds

Waite, Extravagance

For Uneven

Low Bid

(500,000 Purchase

Local banking insitutionawere
awarded the sale of $500,000 in
municipal recreation building
bonds at a meeting of Gty Council Wednesday night.

march down Eighth St. again

this year instead of following the

shorter route down 12th St. which

was used the last year or two, K
was decided at a meeting of the
The joint bid, entered by First
Memorial
Day committee Monday
Dr. J. H. van Roijan
National Bank and Peoples State
night in Gty HaH. Mayor Harry
Bank of Holland and Zeeland
Harringtonpresided.
State Bank, calls for 21 per cent
The change means a halt in the
interest for bonds retired the
parade with re-formation at 12th
St. and Columbia to allow some
first eight years and 2 per cent
of key officials sympathetic to the
of the younger marchers and the
for the last seven years, or an
administration in office.
elementaryband to drop out of
Wife
to
Visit
average
of 2.06167 per cent, plus
The resolution pointed to the
the line erf march, and a general National
a premium of $3.99. This allows
principle that government econre-lining of parade units, Marshal
a net. Interest coot over 15 years
omy should be carried out as
J. J. Riemersma said.
of $79,821.02,according to Gty
on
speedily as possible through elimThe return to Eighth St. was
Auditor John Fonger.
inatk>n|ofwaste and extravagance
advocated by John Homfeld of
The local bid was the lowest of
A 1951 model driven by Albert H. Sohotten, 10,
in operations which mcludes the
the
Spanish-American
war
.conHie Netherlands Ambassador to
Guy Vander Jagt, senior at eight bids submittedfor the sale route 1, Holland, wai badly damaged In a two- of Corunna, waa demollahed. Officers said the
elimination of unnecessary per- the United States, Dr. Jr H. van tingent and a group of younger
craeh occurred as Scholten waa making a left
Hope College from Cadillac, was of bonds. Several representatives car craah Wedneaday night at the entrance to
veterans.
sonnel. It also pointed out that
turn Into the grounda and failed to no the onof
banking
houses
were
present
Roijen, and Madame van Roijen
StarllteDrlve-ln theater, the Other car a 1939
State Senator Charles R. Feen- named national champion in
oomlng car which roportodly waa traveling
importantpolicy-making functions
at meeting including some from
model driven by 19-yearold Frederick G. Lubbero
without lights.
(Carl Holkeboer photo)
should be in general accord with will be guests ‘of honor at a noon stra of Grand Jlapids, senator finals competition in the 11th AnDetroit Opening of bids and comthe administration in office in or- luncheon in Durfee Hall Friday, from the 17th districtwho was
nual Hearst Tournament of Ora- puting of rates took 40 minutes.
elected to the Senate in 1950 afder that the broad policies of the May 29. *
Council also authorised placing
tors held in Milwaukee, Wis.,
TTie Ambassador and his wife are ter serving several terms in the
party responsible to the people
an order t6 print the municipal Four
House,
will
be
the
Memorial
Day
Tuesday night. Prize was a $1,000
may be carried into effect and not« spending the day in Holland as part
recreation bonds with the Norththwarted by persom with an tag of a 10-day visit to Michigan begin- speaker at ceremoniesin Pilgrim war bond.
ern Bank Note Co. of Chicago at a
Home
Cemetery.
ning
May
21.
enisti*
,
The brilliant orator was pitted cost of $180 plus $12.50 for each In Car
Memorial Sunday services will
Traveling with the van Roijen
In other business, letterswere
change of the interest rate.
read from U. S. Senators Charles party will be Netherlands Informa- be held Sunday, May 24, at 7:30 against representatives of the
Council scheduledan informal
comprehensive community the act of preparing plans works
p.m.
in
Third
Reformed
Church
Four persons were treated
Eastern and Western divisionsin meeting with the Hospital Board
Potter and Homer Ferguson stat- tion Service Director Willard C.
plan, the result of three years of no magic miracles. Only positive,
with the Rev. Christian Walvoord
.Holland hospital for injuries j
Wichers.
ing they had endorsedWillard C.
the finale. Representingthe Mid- next Wednesday at 7:30 pm. to
ceived in a crash on US-31 near study by • nine-member Holland consistent action in accordance
The luncheon hereJs being plan- in charge. Rev. Walvoord also will
Wichers of Holland for the post of
west, Vander Jagt received three discuss hospital problems and the Starlite Drive-in Theater at 8:45
serve
as
chaplain
of
the
day
at
ned through the Chamber of ComCommunity Planning Commission with a sound plan by your officAmbassador to the Netherlands.
ials and by the people of HolMemorial Day services in the first place votes and two seconds need for immediate expansionof p.m. Wednesday. One car a 1939
merce
and
the
Netherlands
MuPlans also were made for the
hospital facilities. A communicatogetherwith Planning Consult- land will produce results.
v
model, was a total wreck and the
from the five judges.
seum Board of Governors. Both
Chamber to be co-sponsor of
tion written by John F. Donneliy,
other, a 1951 model, was badly ant Scott Bagby of Grand Rap‘The factors that will influence
The Memorial Day line of march
gathering May 29 in Durfee Hall men and women are invited to atSubject of all orations was president of the hospital board, damaged in the front.
ids, was submitted to City Coundl your children, your home, your
will
have
units
line
up
in
the
vichonoring Netherlands Ambassa- tend. Reservations may be made
listed five possible ways of finjob, your business and the Holland
inity of City Hall and the post John Marshall, former secretary
The accidentoccurred as the Wednesday night.
ancing a new addition, and four '51 model, driven by Albert H.
dor and Mrs. J. H. van Roijen. by contactingthe Chamber of Com- office and march north on River
The report, which covers 106 area will be at least equally imof state and chief justice of the
merce
or
the
NIS
office
in
City
ways of maintenance.These sugTurned over to the public relapages in an 8 by 11 inch book, portant to you as anything that
to Eighth St., east on Eighth St.
Hall.
Supreme Court. Important histor- gestions will be considered in de- Scholten,20, route 1, Holland, waa
tions committee was a study of
to ColumbiaAve., sodth on Colummaking a left turn into the was received with interest but happens In Washington or LonDuring
his
tour,
Dr.
van
Roijen
tail
at
next
week’s
ipeetlng.
Conical figures have traditionally
proper means for advertising and
theater driveway. The other car, without comment', and Mayor Har- don or Moscow. You owe it to
bia to 12th St. for re-formation,
directingtravel into the city when will keep speaking engagementsin continuing south to 16th St., and been subjects for Hearst tourna- siderable thought is being given which witnesses claimed was ry Harrington told each council- yourself and your best intereststo
to the part adjoining townships
the by-pass around the dty is Muskegon, Traverse City, Manis- east on 16th St. to the cemetery. ments.
without lights, was driven by Fre- man to study the book carefully take the time to know enough
tee, Sault Ste. Marie, Ann Arbor,
will play in the , program, with
completed.
'Die following oomfmttees were
derick G. Lubbers, 19-year-old "and burn some midnight oil" about your fine community to supSecond place went to Bo Jan- considerationfor tx>th bond issues
Clarence Grevengoed,chairman St. Joseph and Holland.
appointed: »
Hope College student from Corun- The books had arrived in Holland port the positivemeasures necesSight-seeing
tours
have
been
arand
fund
drives.
of the safety committee, reported
na, Mich.
late Wednesday afternoon.
Executive— George Lumsden, sen, Western representative.JanA second communiArtion from Scholten was treated for a kimp The report covers In detail Hol- sary to keep it that way.1*
that a study is being made into ranged to include the Leelanau chairman, J. J. Riemejsma, Major sen is a junior from University
Peninsula, the locks at the Sault,
the Hospital board called attention
the school traffic court and it is
Martin Japinga, Paul Wojahn, of Southern California who emion the head but his two passen- land’s basic problems, Where We
hoped such a court will be or- historic Mackinac Island, and other Cornelius Havinga, Gerrit Klaa- grated to the United States about to Holland’s positionon the prior- gers fared worse. Pat Beverwyk Are and How We Reached There;
ity list for federal aid under the
ganized before another school points of interest throughoutthe sen. Mrs. E. P.
two years ago and is now becom- Hill-Burton act, and Council auth- bad some teeth knocked out and the basic planningtools with reWill
state.
year. Supt Bert P. Bos said the
received possiblerib fractures. She gard to treatment of sprawl, deConveyance
R. E. tBarber, ing an American citizen.
orized the Hospital Board to apply
Dr. van Roijen, who has visited
remained in the hospital over- velopment and treatment of
Christian School board of trustees
Robert De Nooyer, Arie Ter Haar,
To get into the finals Vander for such aid. •
in Holland on previous occasions,
is hiring a director for driver
night. The other passenger, Gies- spreadingblight; basic area deWilliam C. Vandenberg, Jr., Wil- Jagt defeated nine Michigan oraCouncil
approved
an
application
was bora in Constantinoplein 1905,
ter Hoek, 17, route 6, was treated velopment poUdes with reference
training,and student permits will
lard Haan, Henry Ter Haar, Wil- tors to represent the state in reof the StandardOil Co. to operate
for head injuriesand returned to to selecting service areas, residbe issued only to students who where his father was counselor to liam Venhuizen, Herman Dirkse. gional competitionheld in Chia service station at 17th St. and the hospitaltoday for x-rays.
The Netherlands legation.
have completedsuch a course in
ential development,business and
Traffic— Police Chief Jacob Van cago last Friday. There he topped
Ottawa
Ave.
which
previously
had
He studiedlaw at Utrecht receivDonald York of Berkley, Hope industrial development;planning
both Christian and nubUc schools.
Hoff, Sgt. Ernest Bear, with De- speakers from the University of
been okayed by the Board of
ing his doctors degree in 1929. In
Grevengoed and William H. Vanputy Clayton Forry in charge at Pittsburgh and University of No- Appeals subject to changes in student riding with Lubbers, had details on the street pattern,
1945-J946 he was in the Dutch Cabsome teeth knocked out and waf sohool system, park and recreation
the
cemetery.
de Water, secretary-managerof
tre Dame. Tournainent officials driveway*. TT*- applicationhad
Hope College wffl award three
inet-firstas Minister Without
the Chamber, will attend the first
Invitationsand programs— A. E. said 100,000 contestants were been tabled by Council May 6 released after treatment.
areas, zoning pattern,central area
Portfolio, and later, as Minister o?
honorary
degrees at*the 88th comFillmore Deputy Henry Bouw- details, public lands and buildings,
Van Lente and Mrs. E. P. Slooter, entered.
safety program meeting for Ot- Foreign Affairs.
awaitingrevised driveway plans.
mencement
convocation in Manman
and
state
police
investigated.
tawa County schools in Grand
co-chairmen; Herman Bos, secrethe air age, redevelopment and reCity Clerk Clarence Grevengoed
Vander Jagt’s victory breaks ail
Ih 1950 Dr. van Roijen was apState police issued a ticket to habilitation,and finandal plan- orial Chapel on Wednesday, June
tary; Henry Van Lente, Mrs. WilHaven May 25.
pointed Netherlands Ambassador ma Sas, Mrs. Ernie Bedell, Mrs. records in several categories.He called attention to setion 12.9 of Lubbers. '
ning.
Letters of appreciation will be
% at 10 ajn., it was announced tohasn’t been defeated in a major the city charter which provides
to the United States. He was marEd Oudman, Mrs. Ruth Harmsen.
The Holland Sentinel plans to day by Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers, colwritten to Commissioner Joseph
speech contest since his sopho- that in event Council does not act
ried in 1934. The van Roijens have
Flags— A. E. Van Lente, Maurserialize the plan, running a few
Childs of the Michigan State Po- four children.
more year in college when he was upon the operating budget <rf the
lege president
ice Huyser, Ben Bowmaster, Wilchapters each week and possibly
lice, Sheriff Gerald Vanderbeek
Board
of
Public
Works
by
June
1,
upset in an Interstate Oratorical
Local
Dr. Charles Malik, Lebanese
liam
E.
LaBarge,
Nelis
Bade,
Ed
issuing
a
complete
copy
later.
and Police Chief Jacob Van Hoff
the budget shall be presumed to
Damson, Chuck Knooihuizen, contest.
The book also contains 32 plates minister to the United States
for their exce’lent work in handhave
been
approved
by
Coundl
He is the first representativeof
Harley Bouwman, Bill Venhuizen,
on various subjects ranging from and
United Nations deleling traffic for the Tulip Time
Council approved Mayor Harry
Julius
Kars
ten, Vern Kraai, Jacob Michigan ever to win in the tourthe relativevalue and density of gate, will receive the honfestival.
Harrington’s
appointment
of
RanBultman, Henry Cook, Alden J. ney, and his national victory is dall C. Bosch as member of the
residential areas to suggested city orary degree of doctor of sciThe committee also reported
the first for a Hope College stuStoner and Ed Oudman.
and school financing.Considerable ence. He also will deliverthe comthat a great deal of publicityon
Board
of
Public
Works
for
anHolland’s
National
Guard
unit,
Flowers and decorations— Dick dent in 47 years. In 1916' George other five-year period, also the
space is devoted to the Holland mencement address to the gradsafety has been given by The
Smallenburg,
chairman; John Steininger of Hope copped a sim- mayor’s appointmentof John W. Co. D, 126th Infantry Regiment, school system, the anticipateden- uating class. Dr. James L. PopHolland Sentinel and Radio Stahas
been
the
recipient
of
two
ilar honor.
Four young men of Holland are Rozeboom, Mrs. Flora Kouw, Mr.
De Vries and Louis B. Dalman honors recently.Co. D won a gold rollmentincreases and estimates pen, alumnus of Hope, class of
tion WHTfll The committee also
Throughout the series of conand Mrs. L. B. Dalman, Cornelius
to the heating ordinance - board award for efficientyduring 1952 on bond issues. Hospital needs, 1926, a neurosurgeonto the Lais advocating more rigid drivers’ included in the group of 22 who
Klaasen, Mrs. Bernard Rowan, tests leading to national compe- for three-year terms.
parks, storm sewers, streets, re- hey Clinic and three other Boston
examinationssince tests taken in will report at Grand Haven ArmMrs. Marvin Ver Hoef, Mrs. Bud tition,Vander Jagt was royally Council approved a few changes field training at Camp Grayling, developmentand other needs are hospitals, consultant neurosurgeon
the drivers’ test trailer during ory at 1:15 p.m. Wednesday, May
Hamm, Mrs. James Cook.
treated by tournament officials. in specificationsfor the Municipal and a trophy for taking first place also considered.
at various New England hospitals
Tulip Time revealed 30 per cent 27, for induction into the armed
Parade— J. J. Riemersma, chair- Transportation, and living expens- Recreationbuilding as contained in this year’s National Rifle AssoConsiderable space is devoted to and lecturer in neurosurgeryto
forces
in
Detroit.
of the drivers show defects of
ciation match.
traUic, Holland's major streets several foreign countries,also will
The group also includes four man, Andrew Hyma, Major Martin es at the famed Edgewater in bulletin No. 1 from Louis C.
some kind, many of them in
Co. D was in competition with
from
Zeeland, four from Hudson- Japinga, Major William Sikkel, A. Beach hotel were provided.
Kingscott and Associates. The 110 other outfitsin the state for antr recommendationson diverting receive the doctor of science desight
Vander Jagt is a student of changes involve aluminum enthe flow of traffic.
gree. A doctor of laws degree will
ville, two from Coopersville, two C. Prigge, Earl Vanden Bosch,
gold award, and was one of seven
In the introduction,the plan- be conferred on Arad Riggs, partfrom Jenison, and one each from Stanley Daining, Ed Oudman, A1 Dr. William Schrier, head of the trances, corrugated wire glass in to win out. Last year, Co. D won
ning commission writes: "This ner in the law firm of AlUrvRiggi
Grand Haven, Marne, Conklin and den Stoner, CliffordDengier, Shud speech department at Hope Col- the upper tier of windows and a silver award.
work has been a most stimulating and Shaughnessy .of New York
Nunica, besides two from outside AKhuis, Bertai Slagh, Mrs. An- lege. Schrier accompaniedhim aluminum frames in lieu of steel
The company had a team score
Council
dries Steketee, Cornelius Havinga, throughoutthe course of the
Ottawa County.
frames. 'Hie changes call for a of 1,256 in the rifle match. Indivi- experience— one that brought our City.
A.
E.
Van
Lente,
Paul
Wojahn,
tournament.
reduction of $400.
Included from Holland are
dual scores were Sgt. Roy D. community into clearer perspect- Dr. Malik; author, lecturer,
Cloyce C. Grooms, 478 Spruce St.; E. D. Wallace, Jud Leonard, Wat
Permissionwas granted to the Strengholt,272; Cpl. A1 Driesenga, ive and made us more apprecia Ubanese minister to Cuba and
Police
Board of Education to use city 260; SFC Gair D. Zwiep, 259; Cpl. five of the wisdom that is con- Venezuelawith duties concurrent
Warren T. Weller, route 6; War- son Lundie, Capt. Russell Kemptained in good planning.
with his ministry to the U.
ren Bosman, 100 Vanderveen ker, Major Robert Kouw, Hugh
registration records for the anKeith V. Pas, 237; and SFC Roger
Rowell
"It was our good fortune to was born in Bitirram, A1 Koura,
nual school electionJune 8.
ZEELANt) (Special) — Zeeland Ave.; Donald W. Schutt, route 2.
L.
Scheorhoorn,
228.
Music — Harold J.' Kars ten,
have for our tutor a man who in- Lebanon, was educated in the vilCouncilmanRobert Visscher,
Common. Council approved pur- Frdm Zeeland are Henry D. chairman; Arthur C. Hills, Cariton
It was an indoor, .22 caliber,
creasingly won Our respect for his lage schools and American Mission
reporting
for
a
special
BPW
acWalters,
route
1;
Arnold
Zuverchase of a new 1953^ Oldsmobile
three position match, with any fedKelch, Henry Vander Linde,
counting committee, said the
keen understanding of sound plan- High School for Boys in Tripoli.
police cruiser at its regular meet- ink, route 1; William Boarman,
erally recognized NationalGuard
Granville
Cutler.
ning
practice,and who taught us He has a B. A. in mathematics
committee
had
met
with
the
BPW
Jr.,
21
West
Main;
Gordon
W.
ing Monday night. Purchase price
unit eligible to fire— whether in the
Grounds — Jacob De Graaf,
and while the council group fully
how to weigh the significanceof and physics from the American
was $930 besides trade-in of Kossen, route 1.
states,
Alaska,
Hawaii
or
Puerto
the changing condition in which University of Beirut and M.
From Hudsonville are Calvin chairman;Frank Zych, Dick Van- Nelson H. Kragt. 45, of 167 understandsthe BPW financial Rico.
the present 1952 model. The conour community must live. Scott and Ph. D. degrees from Harvard.
Feenstra,
Richard E. Van Oss, derWilk, Anthony Dogger, C. V. Highland Ave., died Tuesday eve- picture,nevertheless the committract is with Jason De Kock Auto
Team
scores
of
the
Michigan
tee recomends that Council deny
Bagby has made a great contribu- He has worked with the RockeRobert E. Van Oss and Arnold Miller, Shud Althuis,Harold Barr, ning at Ferguson-Droste-Ferguson
Sales.
winners— units in first, second and
Ben Cuperus, Robert Van Wieren.
the board’s request limiting turntion in directing us toward goals feller FoundationUnit in Cairo on
Dykstra.
From
Coopersville
are
A petitionbearing signatures of
third place— have been submitted
The committee will meet again Hospital in Grand Rapids, where
some 15»downtowxi merchantswas Gerald E. Pangburn and Gordon next Monday at 7 pm. in Gty he had undergone surgery Tues- over to the city at $100,000 for to the National Guard Bureau for that shall unquestionably save us Bilharzia, parasite infestingthe
presented requesting councilto un- J. Stroven, and from Jenison,Mar- Hall
day morning. Mr. Kragt, office this year only, and study the sit- comparisonwith other states’ win- from community indigestion and veins. He is affiliated with many
uation again next year.
costly correctives.We know our professionalsocietiesand associainus
Vissef
and
Bernard
B.
Kundertake action toward establishing
manager of. ReliableCycle Shop at
ners. When final tabulations are
nen.
Councilman Raymond Holwerda
recommended program falls short tions.
parking facilitieson the south side
the time of his death, formerly
complete, a national winner and
reporting for a committee on city
of perfection,but the realities of
• From other places are Andrew Alpena Resident Dies
Dr, Poppen, a native of Drenthe,
of Main St. Council accepted the
was affiliated with the G and K
Army area winners will be aninvestments, said the committee
a century-old town faced with the was graduated from Hope and reK. Nelson, Grand Haven; Bruce C.
petition for study.
Equipment
Co.
nounced.
In Spring Lake Home
complexities of the future do not ceived his M. D. from Rush MediIn other business Simon Elhart Anderson,Marne; Garry L. DenHe was born Sept. 1, 1907, in recommends that the dty manager and dty auditor be authorized
permit easy, idealistic answers.
hof,
Conklin;
Alvin
T.
Wozeman,
cal College and University of Chiwas reappointedsexton of the
Holland township. He was a memGRAND HAVEN (Special)
to invest certain cash balances as Mrs. Lillian Elliot
"Please remember that what- cago In 1930. After his internship
cemetery while Andrew Schermer Nunica; Richard G. Bronkema, Mrs. Florence L. Green, 78, died ber of First Reformed Church and
they see fit at periods throughout
ever good sense there is in this at St. Luke’s Hospital and surgiwas appointed building inspector. Grand Rapids; Donald W. Blazier, Tuesday evening at the home of ita Greater Consistoryand also
the year, I particularly on1 short- Dies in Grand Haven
plan, it will not spring full blown cal residency at Illinois Research
A report from the committee in Batchtown,BL
Raymond L Graf,’ Spring Lake, served as president of the Men’s term U. S. securities.
into practice on its own accord. and Educational Hospital then to
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
charge of securing a new superinwith whom she had made her Bible Gass. He also served on the
Council approved 33 applications Mrs. Lillian Elliott,. 80, died in Only the will of the people can Lahey Ginic, where he has been
tendent for the Board of Public A. Van Regenmorter,76,
home since last March, coming Holland township fire department. for soft drinks, 23 applications
make that happen. This is not a since 1933. He has been invited
Works reported that 18 applications
from Florida. She was a resident Surviving are the wife,, Gen- for, restaurants, two for hotels, MunicipalHospital this morning. plan Imposed on you; it is preto lecturein his. field in Argentina,
Dies
En
Rente
to
Hospital
A
resident
of
Pomona,
C*lif.(
she
have been received and are being
evieve; three daughters, Mrs. Conof Alpena.
two for sidewalks' and one for came here about two weeks ago sented to you in good faith as a Uruguay, Spain and France and
considered.Several will be brought
She is survived by one daugh- rad Boeve and Mrs. Edward Al- junk business.
Afcthur Van Regenmorter,76, of
to visit her daughter, Mrs. Lenore working goal toward an expand- has been highly honored by those
In for personal interviews soon.
ter, Mrs. George Alderton of Ok- iena of Holland and Norma at
All Coundlmen were present De Ruiter, 133 Elliott St. and be- ing community bent upon a more governments. He was awarded the
Virginia Park, died unexpectedly
All council members were preemo, Mich.; a brother, Ralph D. home; four sons, Marvin of Cham- with exception of John Beltman.
of a heart attack en route to Holcomfortable, more enjoyable,more
of
sent Councilman George Van
McKay of St Petersburg,Fla., bersburg, Pa., Earl of Arcadia, Mayor Harry Hart-tarton presided came ill about a week ago. She prosperous life. We are sure that Cross of King Alfonso
land Hospital Wednesday noon.
Spain
and
also
the
Sword
of
San
was
born
in
Marion,
Kans.,
March
Eenenaam gave the invocation.
two grandchildren and one great Calif., Roger of Fort Belvedere, at the 11-hour meeting and CounHe is a member of the Assembly
18, 1873 and was a member of you have the pride in your com- Martin, Argentina, and holds honVa., and Cornelius at home; three
grandchild.
cilman John Van Eerden gave the the Royal Neighbors of Pomona munity to help put the plan into orary membershipsin foreign
of God and lived his entire life in
She was a past worthy matron grandchildren;his parents, Mr. invocation.
this vicinity.
Local Coupft Loaves
and the Lament Nazarene Church effect and to make it an even bet- neurology societies as well as simiof the Peninsular OES Chapter of and Mrs. Henry Kragt of HolSurviving are the wife, Carolyn,
ter plan through your enthusiasm lar groups in this country. He has
in California.
land township; three sisters, Mrs.
Grand
Rapids..r
For Paris Convention
and co-operation.”
a brother, Leonard, of Macatawa
written many articlesabout his
Besides
the
daughter
in
Grand
The body was removed to the Charles De Jonge of Zeeland, Mrs. Stalled Tractor Hit
Park; a half-brother, John Van
The letter was signed by the field. His wife is the former NanHaven
she
is survived by four
Matthew
Kemme
and
Mrs.
Allan
Kammeraad
Funeral
Home
In
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
Harold Ramsey, vice president Regenmorter of Holland and a sisother daughters;two sons, two nine members of the commission, cy High. TTiey have two children,
of Holland Rotary Gub, and Mrs. ter, Helen Van Regenmorter of Grand Haven and Wednesday af- Reimink of Holland; six brothers, State police are investigatingan
sisters; ten grandchildren and six Marvin C. Lindeman, chairman; Elizabeth Ann and John L.
ternoon was taken to the Bannan Herman, Nicholas, Benjamin,Ted, accident which occurredat 11:15
Ramsey, of Waukaibo, plan to Biglow, Ark.
great grandchildren.
Mrs. Helena V. Winter, secretary;
Riggs it a native of Evansville,
leave tonight for Willow Run, He was a son of M. Van Regen- Funeral Home at Alpena, for fun- Melvin and Henry, all of Holland; P-m. Wednesday a mile north of
Funeral arrangementsare being Robert Visscher, Jacob Zuidema, Ind. He was graduated from De
Mrs. George Tin- US-16 in Polkton township involvwhere they will board a plane for morter, the first lighthouse^ keeper eral services and burial in Ever- a sister-in-law,
made by the Kammeraad Funeral Henry S. Maentz, Willard C. Pauw University and Harvard
holt, and a brother-in-law,Ever- ing a tractorand another car. The
Paris, France. Mr. Ramsey will at Holland harbor. Fpr many green 'Cemetery.
Home where the body was taken. Wichers, Dr. J. J. Brower, Russell Law School.He taught in a southett
Vanden
Brink,
both
of
Holtractor, driven by Lewis Jewell, 37,
representthe local club at the years he raised turkeys on the old
Boeve and Mayor Harrington.
ern Indiana elementary school— *11
land. . 1
Rotary International convention homesteadon 32nd St.
Coopersville, was attempting to
In a message to all Holland eight grades, at Johnston Gty, BL,
Mamt
Store Entered
Red
Cross
Meeting
Set
Funeral
services
will
be
held
May 24-28.
make a left turn into the driveway
Funeral services will be held
area residents and businessmen, and Bosk High School In Evans-l
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Saturday afternoon, 1:45 at Dyk- when it stalled on the road and was
ALLEGAN (Special)
The Planner Bagby said:. ‘‘This report ville, was full time instructor in
After the convention, the Ram- Saturday at 2 pm. at Langeland
Sheriff's officers today investigated stra Funeral Chapel and 2 pm at
annual
meeting
of
the
Allegan
seys will fly to England where Funeral Home with the Rev.
struck by a northbound car driven
is presented to you as a guide to law at Hartford College of Law in
a reported break-in at the Geisel First Reformed Church. Burial
they will remain during the week George Kirsh of the Assembly of
by Maurice Spencer, 53, route 2, County Chapter of the Red Goss help insure that the Holland area Connecticut and began active
Brothers Hardware store at Marne will be at Restiawn Cemetery.Dr.
of the coronation. Then they plan God officiating. Burial will be in
Coopersville.Spencer told the offi- will be held on June 5 at 8 p.m. remains a fine community. You
Several watches .were reported Bastian Kruithof will officiate. cers he was blinded by the lights
to spend two weeks on the contin- Pilgrim Home Cemetery. Friends
at Allegan Methodist Church, have helped to pay for the work,
missing along with $10 in change'
for the purpose of electing offic- every bit of which was done to In- Uriyersity School- of
may call at the funeral home to- taken from the cash register. Loss Friends may call at the funeral
chape. Frid.y from 2 to 4 and 7
,aUed
to ers for the next year, and to hear
tractor.No
arrest
night and Fridayfrom 7 to 9
sure your best Interests. You have 1937,
was discovered at 8 am today,
to 9
was made.
\ V
: S i H‘i~*
reports for the past year.
a great deal to gain from it But profeaaor of
t law.
•?}%
J'*
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Between 3:10 and 6 Saturday

s

af-

erowd of IBO.OOD-the Parade of
Bands was «v-a panda that In-

ip**

ing! while all the others received

cluded pretty girls, attractive floats

second division ratings.
. . The park was jammed for the
. colorful event which many visi-

and Mlebrttlssas wall

m

“What a swell day” was a

typi-

tors claim is the highlightof the

entire festival. Each of the 19
bands was allottedeight or nine
minutes for marching and* field
maneuvers,and the program held
to its schedule so well that it
never varied more than two or

(hat wu packed from curb stone
to store front through two miles of
Holland’s streets. Many started
tektog seats on tho benches that
lined tho para^t route m early
11 a.m.

three minutes ahead or behind the
published time schedule. ; . .all of
, which speaks well for the tireless
planning of Harold J. Karsten and
hie helpers.

For a half hour, the klompen
dancers provided a sort of entree
dish to go with the “main course"
of the parade. Judging from erowd

There were uniforms of all
colon and design, many of them
ria the conservativeblues but

licious.

m

reaction, the entree

in greens,grays

of

Women

day with a dinner in the dub
rooms. About 100 atended th*
event
Dinner wm prepared by Mrs
Joan De Weerd and her committee, Mrs. Marion Strong, Mrs.
Clara Essebagger, Mrs. Doris Ten
Brink and Mrs. Lucy Fisher. Mrs.
De Weerd baked and decorated
cakes with the Moose insignia.

*

After dinner, 13 of the

to time, salutingthe parade. In con-

wu

trast to these speedy planes,
the antique car driven by D. A.
Christians of Grand Rapids. Beside him was his wife dressed in
turn of the century clothes and
holding a parasol over her head.
The car stalled once during the
parade, but Christians got it going
again in a jiffy.
Among the bands that received
extra applause from the throng
were those from Charlotte,DowaMia* Ann Taft Mod*li “Black Tulip" Gown
giac, Battle Creek, Ida, Lee and
Quincy. Drum majorettes with the
Dowagiac band were exceptionally
pleating in their Indian headdress.
float emitting bubbles had
magnetic attractiontor the kids.
for
They ran into the street trying to
puncture the bubbles before they
A lovely ;iBlack Tulip” gown, cular gathered at the bottom and
got too ter away from the float
designed to honor her aunt’s home sewn to the straight skirt from
Last entry in the parade wu a
the insde. The fitted bodice is
Holland fire truck. _____
Following
„
the
__ town of Holland,has won high fashioned with a wide neckline
truck was a swarm of people that fashion honors for Miss Ann Taft with drop shoulders and full circle
flooded the streetsand sidewalks. of Evanston,HI Miss Taft, niece sleeves, gathered and "pooted”

Michigan,

-r The band formed a lyre for a
menage from Dr. Joseph X. Mad- &y of the InterkKhenMusic Camp
and a capitol dome for the telegram from Gov. G. Mermen Wilharm. Aa dimax, the band brought
ran a 1910 Reo ear later seen in
*4he Mg parade for a mramae from
Mayor Albert E. Cobo of Detroit
* Other bank winning first divide* ware Plainwell High school,
Ida High school, Wayiand Union
Jfigh School, Quincy High School,
•Adrian
Dowagiac
High ScfaodChufo^Hi^&^l
rjMin urand Haven Hign acnociL
Winning second dividan ratings
* werw Mddon School Band, Shelby
High, Brooklyn High, Fowlervilie
* High, Napoleon High, Springport

Moose

Women of the Moose celebrated
their fifth anniversarylast Fri-

steps ahead of Mayor
Harrington was a miniature mayor,
Butch Gists' ako in high hat and
tails. He drew laugh* and applause, and put the crowd hi a
merry mood.
Among the pretty girls hi the
parade were the 18 Tulip Time
Twirling champions.They gave a
stellar exhibition of twirling magic.
A few were running out of gas towards the end, but they persevered
gamely.
In the overcast skies, formatkxM
of fighter planes flew from time

tfas

of tho

Colobrato Anniversary

A few

Cruises and dance steps were
particularlypopular this year, and
pertups more ships were formed
‘ than any other subject
" One of the best preaentatioas
’ was given by the fint-<Mvialon
ranking Grand Rapids Christian
High School band under the direction of Harold P. Geerdes
* which arranged “Michigan’sSalute to Tulip T1me.M Ihe band
* formed a “25” in honor of the time
25 yean ago when the first tulips
were planted, then formed a rocking chair for Grand Rapids, the
furniturecapital of the world
while a message was read from
Mayor Paul Goebel For Zeeland
rdt formed a turkey for a
‘from Mayor Robert S. De Bruyn
for the poultry center

very de-

and the local National Guard. Mayor Harry Harringtonand the City
Council, dressed in top hat and
tells, followed.

’

Ihe first tulip and wfaktadK of
day.

wm

First units in the main course
wereserved up at 4 pm., and were
the Holland American Legion Rand

and touches of orange and scarlet. Adding
.special color were the four major. ettes of the Dowagiac band wearing colorful Indian headdresses.
This year there was not a single
'formationof a tulip, windmill or
‘-wooden shoe. Apparently every
hand sought to avoid the repeti' tion of such popular formations
r of other years, and H remainedfor
the Warsaw, InL, band at the
Saturday night Varieties to form
'

wm

Grand Rapids man

wm

44 banfc.

cal reactionfrom tot humanity

(Special)

— A

22became Allegan county’s 12th traffic fatalityof the year Friday
night after an accident involving
a single ear two miles east of
Bradley on Gun Lake road.
George W. Zimmer, 22, of 847
Emerald St., N.E., Grand Rapids,
wu dead on arrival at St. Mary’s
Hospital In critical condition
the driver, Robert Striegle,
also 22, of 239 State St., Grand
Rapids, also taken to /St Mary’s.
Deputy Sheriff Roy Priest who
investigatedthe accident said
Striegle told him foft car skidded
off the shoulder When he lost
control on a sharp curve. Priest
•aid the car wu wrapped around
a tree and the wrecker had to
pull the car upright before the
victims could be removed.
The 1947 model dub coupe
a total loss. •
Both men are married.

Float! ,

ternoon, high excitement pervaded

Parte received first division rat-

othen

Allegan’s 12th

Traffic Fatality

Exdta Larft Crowd

Event

of the 19 bands competing

Is

•

44 BukU,

in the big three-hour band review

Man

Grand Rapids

i

Raids March

rlfg;

Steps, Cruises

Filled for

Galore:

Festival

.

r Mne

.f'

Review

Particularly

Park

‘

IPI;

ST'

Ibis

Tulip

Theme Fashion Design Wins

A

Award

Holland Woman’s Niece

l

t

women

staged a minstrel show with the
aid of the Four Rhythm Masten
orchestra. In the cast were Miss
Bea Johnson,Mrs. Ann Johnson,
Mrs. Olga Waltz, Mrs. Maxine
Den Uyl Mrs. Ruth Rummler,
Mrs. Eleanor Emails, Mrs. Julia
Woldring,Mrs. Kay Miller, Mr*.
Billie De Weerd, Mrs. Edith Webbert, Mrs. Phyllis Vander Kolk,
Mrs. Gus Overway and Mrs. Flo
Berkey. Mrs. Woldring was interlocutor and Mrs. Berkey and Miss
Johnson were “end men."
Joe De Weerd, Moose governor,
and Henry W. Streur, secretary
and state president .spoke briefly.
All Moose members were invited
to the program and dancing to the
music of the

Rhythm Masters.

Jumps Curb,

Hits Tree
Ronald Sas, 17, of 112 East
Sixth St., eacaped without injury
when his car jumped the curb
near the intersectionof Columbia
Ave. and Eighth St. and struck a
tree early Friday afternoon. Sas,
heading south on Columbia Ave.,
told police the car’s spring broke
throwing the vehicle out of con-

and namesake of Mrs. Thaddeus up. Miss Taft sets off the simple
trol Damage to the left front of
won a first place but smart and effective cocktail the car was estimated at 3100,
with th* entry in the recent dress with a simple diamond police said.
‘Young Designers’ Collection brooch and earrings.
Miss Taft won three of the five
1953,” produced by students of
There are more than two biUk*
Ray-Vogue Schools, according to clothing awards in the show. Her pores in the human body.
Active majorettes leadingfaetetepplng bands was
He. first division or “highly superior" rating for
For
a news release from the school. "White on Black" entry in the
the order of the day Saturday as 44 bands eonsnappy maneuvers In the band review. The solid
Miss Taft modeled the gown ‘White Collar Girl" division and
verged on Holland to partleipatoIn too big lamahogany plaquaa have a tulip design In aovon
bour parade, the event which alwaye attractsthe
colors with each plaqua giving the name of the
Miss FlorenceBecker, Holland herself in the "By Car or Plane— her "Swing Your Partner" design
* High, Mt Pleasant High, Belding
largest Tulip Time crowds. Top picture ohows a
band, the director, the elaea, and the rating. The
High School Nnior, of 181 Colum- By Boat or Train" series of the in fashions "For Town or Coun
* High, Eaton Rapids High, Owoaso
try” both were judged division
visitingmajorette In eharacterlatlopoee. Bottom
latter must bo painted on In the interval between
bia Ave., has been selected to show, staged at the Morrison Ho| High. Handsome plaques with ratwinners and two of her entries
picture ehowe the JubilantCharlotte High School
tel
in
Chicago.
She
is
a
graduthe review and the presentation.
represent the Ottawa County
. ings painted on duifog the interin a group of fashions for brideeband mtmbere as they received their plaque with
(Sentinelphoto)
Junior Red Oom at the national ate of the Chicago Ray-Vogue
-vri were presentedto
to-be were highly praised by the
convention which will be held school of modeling and now is
by Chairman Karsten after the
in the second year of the design judges.
June
22
to
24
in
Washington,
parade broke up at the Hope Col- Spring Lakt
The young designer’saunt, who
Two Cars Are Involved
D.C Miss Becker and Miss Ruth school. She is the daughterof Mr.
lege athletic field.
and Mrs. John A. Taft of Evans- operates a women’i apparel shop
Rites
Succumbs
in
Holland
Ver
Duin
of
Grand
Haven,
the
In Accident Near City
Unumal comedy was provided
in Holland, has achieved high reton, III
other delegate, have been active
by Wayiand Union band when the
Her
winning
fashion, a drama- cognition for her artistic abilities,
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
David A. Lapp, 332 West 14th ft,
during the past two years in
baton and majorette’s whistle wax
too. She is active in Tulip Tiro*
Junior Red Croa work. Miss tic style of black cremespun taffhanded over to Joe Blow who Mrs. Maigaret S. Randall, 89, of was issued a ticket for failureto For
eta, was evidence that the "tulip” affairs,especially in connection
Becker has served as chairman
thought he sould direct a band 113 South Division St, Spring have his car under control as the
Funeral services for Peter Well- of tha Holland High Junior Red line is the latest word in fashion With the Flower Show, and has
better than the majorette. When Lake, died in Holland Hospital result of an accident Saturday at
talk. The harem effect in the skirt created many lovely and fascinatplanned
the band formed an SOS he wm this morning. She had been, ill 11:30 p.m. (Ni US-31 about six er, 64, who died unexpectedly at Crom council and
is achieved by using a circular ing arrangementsfor local social
Blodgett
Ho*)ital
in
Grand
Rapglad to surrender the whistle.
and
actively
promoted
various
since March in 1951 when she fell miles south of Holland.
skirt over a straightskirt, the cir- events.
ids
Thursday
at
9:10
ajn.
will
be
Adrian High band fcttowid Iks in her home and broke her hip.
Junior Red Qroas activities. Both
The accident occurred when
thane of a TuBp Circus 1
She was born in New Vork State Lapp hit the rear of the ’51 model held Saturday at 1:30 pjn. from girls previously attendeda junior
Rapids, giving a baton twirlingexa big tent and bringing on
Oct 4, 1863, and moved to Spring car driven by Florence E. Stewart the Nibbelink-Notier Funeral Red Crom training camp and
Home
with
the
Rev.
John M. participated hi various regional
ed circus folk, oops and baton Lake from Chicago in 1922.
hibition with fire. She is a student
of Springfield,Ohio, as she had
twirlers.Quincy High put on an
She was the oldest living mem- slowed down to make a left turn Haine, pastor of Trinity Reform- conferences.
of George Walbridge.
“Overture to Peace,” portraying ber of the Spring Lake Baptist into Speet’s Motel. Both cars were ed Church, officiating. Hie MasAttending the Junior Red Oram
For the last three years she has
military might, a church aa inChurch and was also a member of going south accordingto Deputy onic Order will have charge of training camp this year to be
been
taking part in Tulip time
dicativeof faith and a UN
the Grand Haven Rebekah lodge. Henry Bouwman. Damage to the burial services in Rest Lawn held August 4 to 14 at Clear Lake
Festivals with foe 'elementary
Hon for hope.
Cemetery.
Friends
may
call at Camp, Doster, Mich., will be
Surviving are a son, Gordon, ’49 model Lapp car was listed at
band. She has been leading twirler
Grand Haven High dM several of Chicago; two granddaughters, 3350 and to the Stewart car 3250. the funeral home this evening Jane Van Lenta, Cheryl Viaaer,
of the band for the last two years.
danea steps includingsquare dansfrom
7
to
9.
Judy
Houtmaa,
Joyce
Ver
Schure,
Mrs. Ralph De Boer of Grand
Besides baton twirling, Lupita
ing, the polka, waltz, tanga Owos-j
Mr. Weller was born Dec 4, Stanley Harrington and Roger
Haven and Mrs. Charles Neal of
The last of the English crown’s
also is studying ballet and acroso High took the crowd south of
1889
at Boakoop, Netherlands, and Garvelink. These students have
rights
to
Sherwood
forest
slipped
Ebnwood Park, HL, and three
batic dancing.
the border and formed a tea for
came to America in 1916. He set- earned this camp experienceby
to private ownership in 1806.
great granddaughters.
She is foe daughter of Mr. and
the “Lady of Spain” and a hat for
tled in Holland and conducted a being leaden la tha Junior Red
the “Mexican Hat Dance “
Mrs. Joe Gonzales, 175 West 24th
nursery business with his uncle, Cross council in the High School
St., and was bom in La Feria,
Snappy CharlotteHigh Band,
the late Ben H. Weller, and Arie during the past year.
Tex., Nov. 30, 1941.
always a first division winner, also
and Jake Weller, starting the
Accompanying the delegates to
did a few dance steps, forming a
Weller Nursery Co. of which he the convention will be Mias
kneeling Jolson for "Swanee” and
has been the president, treasurer Elinor* Ryan and Miss StephanlA
Holland Medical Student
later a one-cent piece, a soldier
and general manager until his Yurick, Junior Rad Crom teacher
and an atomic bomb. Dowagiac
Assigned to Army Hospital
death. He was a member of Trin- sponsors, Miss Zena Ackley, Mias
band with Its majorettesin Inity Reformed Church.
Pat Ryan, and Mrs. Howard
dian headdressesengaged in a
Rodger J. Zwemer, who will be
Surviving are the wife, Gert- Douwstra.
ball game and a dance.
graduated
in June from the
rude Menkman Weller whom ha
Miss Marian Shackson, teacher
Eaton Rapids High formed a
Wayne
University
Medical School
married
in
Lansing
Jan.
3,
1942;
sponsor for Junior High School
church while playing “Onward
four
sons,
John
A.*
Weller
of
has
been
named
as one of 150
will attend a workshop at Lake
Christian Soldiers;"Belding formBrooklyn, N.Y., Anthony Weller Forest BL, June 26 to Ally 2.
ed a magic lamp, a xhoeahine boy
students who will spend their
and Evelyn Mulder Weller of Sy- TWa workshop Is held for adult
and a bleeding heart; ML Pleafirst year of internship at one of
racuse, NX; Peter Wfller, Jr, and student leader of the Junior
sant a kiltie band act and an “M”;
the Army’s U teaching hospital
of Manchester, Com., and Hubert Red Crom hi the 17 mkhvesterii
Springporta "Hi" for "Hi NeighWellar at home; four grandchil- area states.
bor” and a boat with real smoke.
Zwemer is foe son of Mr. end
dren; three brothers and sisteraNapoleontook the spectators on a
Mrs. Jacob E. Zwemer of 37 Wee.
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Wellcruise, forming a canoe, a heart
22nd St. He is married and has
Thtre’s so mach *»*r* to mjtf
and a bell, unfolding a giant flag
er, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Welter ahd
three children. He is a graduate
and mare tdmt to mjoy it—
while the band played "Grand Old
Mr. and Mis. Anthony Weller, all Cruise
of Holland Christian High School
vacationing in your own
Flag/
of Holland, a sister-in-law, 'Mrs.
and Calvin College.
Fowlervilie High engaged in
Michigan. Yon avoid days of
Henry Wellar and a brother and
Having met educational physidance steps; Brooklyn High on a
siater-ln-law, Jdr. and Mrs, Wilcostly, tiresomelong-distance
cal and other requirements set up
cruise fonning a Popeye wHh a
liam Menkman of Lansing.
travel and fill them instead
by foe Army, the 150 young docSpinach sign and majorettes givwith saperb fishing, golfing,
tors
will
be
commissioned
first
ing a tap dance while fonning
Soms 800 high sehod graduatm
lieutenants upon graduationind
swimming,
ridinx, boating
Testimonial Dinner
anchor. Ida High Band gave some
from throughout the Great Lakm
will be called to active duty on
fancy drills; Plainwell a "Heart of
camping. And Michigan
area wars rtoeri the South AmLulpta Gantu
Planned ior New
July L The program offer* topthe Wear act with a boat, boot
erican whan tt risered Holland
prices are easy on vacation
flight experiencein all major
and Ranch house. Memfon School
Tha Junior Chamber of Com- Harbor at 12:01 am. Hatraday
budgets!Write today for/ra*
fields
of
medicine
under
guidance
Band, colorful ha its green unimerce la making plans for a testi- oo her maiden voyage. The North
Michigan vacationliterature!
of civilianand military doctors.
forms with white plumes, formed
monial dimer for WmAeft A.
Zwemer
has
been
assigned
to
a star, harp and Ms aebooi moooMiles, Ottawa county prosecutor, day night
nsssRPRl m
the Fitzsimona Army Hospital
who was officially appointed U. S.
The Sou* wm back host on
At least eight accidents occurred during the weekend In Holland
at Denver, Ook).
tIThe Mg review waa dtoiaxed
but
only one Involved oevtre property damage. An Intqrooetlon attorney for the western Michigan Saturday and remained until 4 Is Lot of
with a massed band formationhi
p.m.
when
it
again
left
with
district
this
week
by
Preridsnt
collision at 15th 9L and College Avo. late Saturday afternoon,eaueed
which
Men three numbers
manners were mrectdirectanother paaatngar load ot.stuEisenhower.
one of the care to jump tha curb, run acroes a lawn, and emaeh
That eqte girl that leads the Pat Oat Attic Fire
L by the visiting jutes. Eugene
A1 Dyk, president of Iks Junior dents far a two-day anils*.
partway through the front poreh of a home on the oouthaaat corner
Firemen were called out Sunday
Seter of LaGrange, IJL, Leon- of College.Avo. Involved wore core driven by Eugene Dunn, tt,
Chicago, Duluth and Georgian Holland ElementarySchool band
Chamber, said tbs event wffl be
at 12:30 pm. to 109 Weet 12th St
aid
d V. Meretta of
of Weetem MfcMhi
Tulip
Time
parade!
these
days
bald Tuesday, June 16, in the Bay Transit Oo. officials, operaGrand Rapids, heading oast on 16th St and John H. Denoo, 23, Cleve_ R. Caven- land, Ohio, driving oouth on College Avo. Damage to tho Denoo car Tulip room of ibe Warm Friend tors of the ante rite, said the la no stranger to baton twirling. where a small oot in the attic had
caught fire. Damage wm limited
cf University of
Tavern. It wfll be open to the South
(above) wao estimated at WOO by police end at $100 to tho Dunn
any
estimated
is Lupfte Gantu and has to the oot The only other nm
WV
public.
oar. Damage to tho front poreh woo believed to bo ovor 9200, polios
10,000 students on two to three competed in several contests in of the week-end wm to the comer
r* were aknoet 180,sold. Officerssaid Dunn told them hs mads a sharp turn off 15th
Hon. John R. Dethmen, chief day antes within the neat two Grand Haven and Holland and of 20th St and Pine Ave. Satur(Quakers) In the
onto Collage Ava. In an attempt to avoid hlttl’--' tho Donee ear
won a first place medal in Holnight when firemen extinthan half warn In tha
ticketed Dunn for reckless
| Court, will be the speaker. Deth- The North wm to arrive hi CM- land. In 1952 she also appeared at day
guished a anal! blaze in a parked
Ibeut^ei photo). jneca tamer* Brad in Hottand.
foe "Mexican Fiesta” in Grand car,
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Holland Christian

Holland

test.

Coach John Ham's outfit enjoyed its best inning of the game in
their fourth when they took a 5-4
margin on three runs. They
bunched three hits, a walk and
a stolen base to account for the

Eugene F. Heeter, the man who startedband reviews at Tulip Time
years ago, Is always a welcome visitor to Tulip Time, and his appearance this year marked his efthth return vlfit as a band review
judge since festivals were revived in 1946 after World War II. He
Is shown here with one of the Tulip Time plaques given him for
Judging. This year he also led community singing and directedthe
match lighting ceremony at the Saturday night Varieties.Heeler’s
presence is always considered good luck among Tulip Time leaders.
In all the year* he’s been, around, the band review was never
rained out.

tallies.Feature blow of the inning

Buurs-

single.

All was quiet in the scoring de-

Lists Five

Teams

partment until the big gameclinching rally by the visitorsin
sixth inning. Although they only
connected for two hits, they were
well spaced between two walks
and an error. Right fielder Noordeloos sparked the four run rally

wkh a
The

double.
locals had their ups and
downs in the defensive department. They sparkled with three
double plays, but looked bad when
they committed four errors at
crucial points in the game. Grand
Rapids used three pitchers, Van-

tennis

For This Season

dual competition for three Christian seniors, Dave Schreur, Ken
Volkema and Ron Bulthuis.It also
marked the third straight year
that Jim Teerman has gone undefeatedIn dual meets. Teerman
won most of his victoriesin the
singles events, but did help out
occasionally in doubles.
Dave Schreur lost the locals'
No. l singles encounter as he
bowed to Wyoming's potent
Denny Telder, 6-3, 6-1. Schreur
was having trouble with his services which lost him any advantage he might gain in volleys with
the class C singles champ. Paul
Dykema, playing No. 2 for the
Dutch, downed stubborn Bill Braford of the Parkers, 7-5, 6-1. In
the third singles, Christian'sWarren Boer bowed after a hard fight
to Walt Tazelaar, 6-3, 7-5.
Christian swept all three doubles matches with ease. In the
No. 1 slot, Rich Sharda and

Norm Lokker stopped Bob Lemmink and Bill Karsten,6-1, 7-5.
Jim Teerman and Ken Volkema,
playing No. 2, whipped Ken Ten

Basebal League
Umps will yell “Play ball” to
Southwestern Michigan Baseball
League teams June 15.
That’s the opening dale for
league competition votftl by representativesof five member teams
at a meeting jn Holland Tuesday

Brink and Larry Hanline, 6-3, 6-4.
In the thifti doubles match, Warren Nykamp and Ron Bulthuis
wallopedJav Groendyke and Arlyn Gort, 6-2f 6-0.

night.

Netters Chalk

den Heuvel, Steel and Roskam.

A five-run scoring spree with
an excellent relief pitching job
gave Holland High school’s baseball team its second win of the
week as the Dutch downed Grand
Haven 8-5 at Riverview Park
Tuesday afternoon.
Grand Haven jumped to an
early lead as Klukas the second
man up, hit a long fly ball to
right field that bounced off a telephone pole above the top of the
fence for an automatic ground

League teams this season will
Gord Plaggemars led the Holland be Holland Flying Dutchmen, Zeeattack with two hits in four tries
land Chix, Grand Rapids Black
while Nbordelooa and Bouman Sox, Grand Haven and South
each had two hits for the winners.
Haven.
The Dutch had five safeties, comRay Harz of Grand Haven was
pared to Grand Rapids’ eight.
elected president at Tuesday’s
meeting to succeed Russ Vander
Poel of Holland. Other officers
were Don Badcon, Grand Haven,
secretary-treasurer,and Ted Rasberry, Grand Rapids, vice presi-
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Hope Church Women’s

society.

Mrs, H. S. Maentz.
Mrf- *took»; second,
A. KUngenberg.
Yellow-first, Mrs. Rooks; sacond, Mrs. W. C. Koola.
Red-second, Oscar Alberta.
Maroon— second, A. Klingenberg.

rule double.
Blend-first, Mm. Rooks; secJust to prove it was no accident ond, A. KUngenberg; third, Clever
Yedinak poled the next one over Pommerening.
the right field fence scoring two
nm*. The scoring spree ground to
a halt with two quick outs.
Holland came fighting back In
its half of the second as Jim Okrei
was safe on an error and Dick
PJagenhoefwas hit by a pitched

Holland Golfers

ball.

Henry Van Noord, 8r., of Jamestown,the nation'*oldest driver at
97-yearsof-age,quietly celebrated hie birthday Tuesday by taking
hie ueual twice-dailydrive to the downtown post office and hie son'a
mill. Van Noord, has nine children, 22 grandchildren and 32 greatgrandchildrenall living within 20 milei of Jamestown.He attributea
hie longevityto “being careful on the highwaysand always giving
the other fellow more than half of the road.” Tho only change In
Van Noord’s dally activities Tuesday wae an open house when his
many relatlvss and frlsnds dropped In to wish him a “happy birthday.” Hla wife, Elizabeth, died In 1943 after 6« years of married life.
She was 85. Calmly puffing on an avarpreaant cigar, Van Noord
(above) poses for a birthday photograph In front of hla car. Sines
he starteddriving,ha has owned aavan cars and has navar had an

*ccldcnt’

•

(Sentinel photo)

Holland High Finishes
Third in

Holland High Net

Muskegon Meet

Holland High School placed
third in a triangular track meet
held at Muskegon Tuesday, amassing 21 points. Benton Hartwr was
first with 73 points and Muskegon

Up

who

the sweepstakes for her entries in
the specimen section of the Tulip
Time flower show last week, took
tha coveUd prize with several
first prizes, four of them in class
406 for double tulips in dlffirent
colors. Prizes were awarded as
follows in class 406:
v White-first,Mrs. Rooks; second, Mrs. G. J. Van Zoeren; third,

h Return Contest

oompetitionwith nine wins and
one defeat,an identicalrecord to
last season. Christian's only loss
came last week at the hands of
Muskegon. They now turn their
attention to the tough regional
tourney which opens at the 22nd
St. courts Friday and continues
through Saturday.
Tuesday’s match also closed

A booming triple by Holland
eenterfielder,Bob Venema, in the
first inning sent two local runners
across to give the Dutch a one
run lead. The Grand Rapids nine
had taken a one run lead in their
half of the first on two singles and
a walk.
Coach Jack Bolema’s Eagles
knotted the count in the second
without getting a hit. Wildness on
the part of Christian’sTom Maring did .all the damage in the
inning.

run

Mrs. Jerena Rooks,

ers this season.
The Hollanders completed dual

decision.

The Eagles went ahead \£ith
two markers in their third on two
doubles, a walk and an error.
Wayne Alofs came on to relieve
Maring at this point in the con-

Christian’s

Firsts in Doable Tulips

Crew Drops Bucs

teams closed its regular dual
match scheduleat the 22nd St.
courts Tuesday afternoon by
stopping Grand Rapids Wyoming
Park, defending state class C
champs, 4-2. It was Christian’s
second decision over the Park-

ping the Hollanders, 8-5. Tlie loss
was Christian’s seventh in 10
..startsso far thirf season.
The Hollanderstook a momentary lead in the first inning, and
. then a brief lead in the fourth inning, before Grand Rapids came
back strong in the sixth to cop th^

tw’o

Mrs. Rooks Takes Four

HollandDiamond

WW] 4-2 Victory

Grand Rapids Chrirtlan’sbase
ball squad whipped Holland
Christian for the second time
this season on the 10th St. diamond Tuesday afternoon by stop-

ma’s

»S3

End Dual Season

Time

was second baseman Jun

21,

Maroon Netters

Loses to Eagles
For Second

WAY

lean

Gets

Kick

Defeat Zeeland

Then Ron Boeve banged a

nice single to left field scoring
Holland High Schboi’s golf
Okrei, but Plagenhoef was tagged squads swept both varsity and paat the plate.
serve matches from Zeeland at
Grand Haven tallied twice more the American Legion country club
in its half of the second as Secory Monday by identical5-0 scores.
and Hallenbeck walked and Van
One point was given for each
Tol missed an attempt to sacri- match play and one per four-man
fice. Hallenbeckwas caught as he team. Total scores for Holland’s
slid back into first, but Van Tol varsity against Zeeland .were 194turned around and hit one over 216. Reserve score for Holland
the left fielder’s head for a two was 211 to 260 for Zeeland.
bagger, scoring Secory.
The 18-hole match was halted
Teaaley grounded out before at the end of nine holes because
Klukas scored Van Tol with a of rain.
solid single. At this point Holland
Bill Holt took medalist honors
Coach Ned Stults replaced start- with a 41 followed by John Van
ing pitcher Dean Vander Wal with Dyke, 50; Dave Mulder, 50; PMI
Jack Kempker who then proceed- Ragains, 53.
ed to display a sliding side arm
Hie Holland reserve squad
pitch that completelybewildered nearly outshot the varsity carding
the Bucs.
scores of 48 by Curtis Baldwin: 49
Kempker singled to start the by Jim Kuypqp; 49 by Cart Fehfourth inning and Van Dyke was
ring and 65 by Ted Du Mez.
safe on an error before Okrei hit
For the Zeeland vanity it was
into a double play leaving Kemp- Raterink, 52; Van Dam, 53; Lub-

ker on third base. Plagenhoef bers, 53; Bennett. 58. Reserve
singled to left field giving the •cor*, De Jonge, 53; Millard, 64;
Dutch another run.
Van Asselt, 68 and Baar 75.
An error allowed Jim Hoeksema Coach Bill Hombaker’s squad
to get on hue for the locals to now his a record of eight wins
open the big fifth inning.Sandahl against three losses. They enterwas hit by a pitched ball before tain Muskegon Wednesday at the
Terry Bums smacked a solid dou- Legion course.
ble to right center field scoring
Hoeksema and planting Sandahl
safely on third.
Local Jayccei to AttcaJ

Kempker

sacrificed to score

Conrention

in

Detroit

Sandahl bring big Bob Van Dyke
At
to tha plate. Buc pitcher Fischer
Several memben of the Holland
chose to give Van Dyke an Inten- Junior Chamber of Commerce and
man on Holland's squad to have a
Holland High school's net squat tional pass. Okrei walked filling
Hope College tennis coach Ken first, winnin/ the 100-yarddash
Auxiliary memben will attend the
Weller’s squad notched win No. with a 10.7 time. In the 120 yard got sweet revenge for an earlier the bases when Plagenhoefcame annual Michigan Junior Chamber
6 Tuesday afternoon at Grand high hurdles, John Klaasen finish- defeat at the hands of Kalama through with a solid single to of Commerce conventionin DeRapids Junior College as the ed fourth, winning time 16.7. Hol- zoo Central Thursday afternoon right field scoring Van Dyke and troit Friday, Saturday and SunDutchmen took a 6-3 victory.
Okrei. Plagenhoefscored on Ron day.
land finished third in the medley
as the locals edged the Maroon Boeve’a single. '
In the singlesdepartment War- relay, winning time 2:50.8.
Planning to attend are Mr. and
ren Exo played top-flight tennis
Harry Zimmerman finished Giants, 4-3 on the Kalamazoo Holland scored one more run in Mn Willis Welling, Mr. and Mts.
to down Bob Eikenhout 6-4, 5-7, third in the 440-yard run, winning courts. In their flnt meeting the sixth inning and Grand Hav- E. H. Phillips, Mr. and Mrs.
dent.
6-2
In a well-played match. Exo, time 55.3. In the 120-yard low here, the Kazoo outfit had stop- en’s McPhee slammed a homer George Braun, Mr. and Mn. Mike
To
on
The Black Sox will use Bigelow
who
has been having trouble get- hurdles Paul Wiegerink placed ped the Dutch by a similar mar- for the Bucs in the seventh to end Van Oort, Mr. and Mn. Ed NyField this season for home games
ting rolling this season, finally second, winning time 14.9. Glen gin.
scoring for both teams.
land, Ray Helder, Lester De*
and
Grand
Haven
will
have
a
new
Matthew Adema, legislative reCoach
Joe
Moran’s
netters won
rounded
into
shape
to
notch
the
It just wasn't Vander Wal’s day ridder and Irv DeWeerd .
Williams
was
fourth
in
the
880
porter for thp Ottawa County $16,000lightedfield.
win.
run, winning, time 2:2L In the 880 the match the hard way after on the mound, but Kempker filled
Farm Bureau has been appointed According to the schedule apTom Maentz
Ron
Bos, playing No. 2 singles, relay Holland placed third, win- losing the first three singles In admirably in a relief role.
For a snowy effect, drop nfl
to serve on a panel which is to be proved Tuesday, teams will begin
had an off day as he couldn’t get ning time 1:43.6.
matches. The locals came through Kempker gave up just three hits wisps of cotton on your Christ
sponsored by the Chicl^-Owa Club play June 15 and each team will Local Student Heads
anywhere against George Arbagy,
Warren Kievet and Blaine Tim to win all three doubles matches while striking out five and walk- mas. tree.
at Zeeland City Hall on May 27. play one game home and one game
finally losing by a 6-0, 6-4 margin mer finished fourth and fifth re- and the fourth singles event to ing one. It was sweet revenge for
away
each
week.
Commitee at School
The topic under discussionwill be
Other singles results included spectively in the pole vault, win- squeeze out the victory. The Kempker as he had lost 7-2 in an
“Farmer and Sportsman RelaMeanwhile, both the Holland
Tom Maentz, son of Mr. and Bill Boeskool (H) def. Tom Mar- ning vault 10’ 9”. In the shot put Holland mentor did say, however, earliercontest with the Bucs.
tions.”Appointment was made at Flying Dutchmen and Zeeland Chix
tin (JC) 6-4, 6-1; Bill Coventry
Bums was the big gun at the
a meeting of the County Farm are working out each evening at Mrs. Henry Maentz, 134 West 12th (H) def. Art Bieri (JC), 6-4, 6-4; Ward Pippel and #Ken Lubber* that the Kalamazoo aggregation
placed third and fourth respective- was weakened somewhat by the plate for the Dutch as he knocked
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Bureau board last Wednesday at 6 p.m.,- getting players lined up St., was chairman of the Student
John Schrier (H) def. Don Walma ly, winning throw 4110".
loss of several players in a dis- a double and triple In three times
the home of Gerrit Elzinga.
and rounding into shape.
Gilbert Vonde Woter, Mgr.
Guest Day Committee at Kiski (JC) 1-6, 7-5, 6-0; Forrest Wilciplinary move on the part of at bat. In Monday’s game with 2f last ftb
The group also decided to don- Both Lorin Wenzel of the DutchPbeae N99
liams (JC) def. Monte Dyer (H),
Bloomlngdale he slammed a triple
the school authorities.
ate $25 to the Grass Day program men and his aide, Lou Humbert, PreparatorySchool at Saltsburg,
Aitident Near Zeeland
HOLLAND,
MICHIGAN
6-4,
3-6,
6-3.
Dave Bosch was the only Hol- and two doubles.
at the Gerrit Buth Farm June 15. emphasize they still will welcome Pa.
Weller tried out a new combinBlamed
on
High
Speed
land
singles winner as he disposMrs. John Schout, Jr., and Mrs. anyone who wants a tryout. The
The committee played host to ation in the No. 1 doubles slot as
ed of Melvin Toian in a hurry,
Arthur Schmidt were named dele- team works out at Riverview Park several hundred prospective stu- Exo and Boeskoolteamed for the
MEMO TO CHKSIEt
ZEELAND (Special) — Exces winning 6-1, 6-0. Meanwhile, Holgates to the Twin Lakes Camp on each evening beginning at 6 p.m.
dents on tours of the campus Sat- first time. The pair worked well sive speed was blamed by police
June 9 through 11. The group also
Zeeland Manager M a r i n u s urday. Maentz also was invitedto together and downed Arbagy-Mar- for a minor accident Sunday on land’s No. l singles player, Henry
decided to send two Junior Farm Scheele echoed the same sentitin in straight sets 6-1, 6-2.
M-21 just west of Zeeland city Visscher was having his hands
Bureau members to Miel Lake ments and said his tryouts are at membershipin the Cum Laude
Bos-Coventrywere dropped by limits when a car headed west, full with Kazoo's John Erickson.
honor society this spring.
Camp at Chessa, Mich., June 14 to Zeeland Athletic Field each eveAfter losing the first set, 6-1,
Maentz, a 1952 graduate of Hol- Eikenhout - Bieri 6-4, 6-3, but driven by Charles L. Tolar, 25, of
ning beginning at 6 p.m.
Visscher rallied in the second set
17land High School, played on the Hope’s Schrier-Dyerout-ckssed 1063 Sawyer Court, SW, Grand
Hilbert Holleman, president of
Holland will open the season with
Rapids, went out of control and to take a 4-3 lead, but he couldn’t
varsity footballteam last fall and Walma- Williams 6-3, 6-1.
the Ottawa County Farm Bureau, a game against the Black Sax on
hold it. He finally lost the second
Next match for the Dutch net- crashed into an oncoming auto.
8*y$
during the winter played on the
and Mrs. Cornelius Mohr, a dir- Memorial Day evening. It will
Tolar said he “took the corner also, 7-5. Paul Mack, playing No.
varsity basketball team at Kiski. ters is Friday when they will comaSMS JOYCl PAYN
ector, were selected as delegates serve as a warmup for both teams.
He plans to enter the University pete in the MIAA conference a little fast” and slid on the wet 2 for the Dutch, looked good but
to the Midwest Farm Bureau conThe Black Sox, always a color- of Michigan next fall.
meet.
pavement with his rear wheels couldn’t take the decision from Suptrvmr of Iiu$i
ference to be held in Lincoln, Neb. ful aggregation, again bpast of
St. Annc't Schoo
going off the road. In an attempt Tom Wyn in three sets. Mack
May 31 through June 3.
some long ball hitters.
»,Va
to get back on the road he lost won the first 7-5, but lost the
In a report by Adema who met
Two Cars Damagii
Tuesday’s league meeting was Two Pistols Taken
control and the car slid sideways next two, 6-4, 6-3. Duane Teusink
recently with the Kent Conserva- held at Superior Sports Store.
GRAND HAVEN (Special;
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
down the pavement and struck a was Holland's third singles’loser
tion Department at the Ada Club
City Police are investigatinga Two cars were damaged in an ac- car driven by Harold Goodman, 57,
as he bowed to Tom Hamn, 6-1,
House, purpose of which was to
break-in at the Kooiman Sport cident on US-16 in Polkton Town- of 16858 Rosemont St., Detroit. 6-3.
create a better relationship beShop, 219 North Seventh St. which ship Tuesday afternooninvolving
Damage to the 1951 model Tolar
In the first doubles match, Phil
tween sportsmenand land owners,
occurred some time during the vehicles driven by Edna L. Dodge, car was estimated at $200 and to
Boersma and Norm Scheerhorn
he suggested that the conservation
night and was discovered at 5:30 route 2, Coopersville,and Ray R. the 1951 Goodman car $150. De
had little trouble in stopping
department pay farmers indemna.m. today. Two 22 caliberpistols, Israels, 32, Grand Rapids. The puty Larry Veltheer who investiLarry Crittenden and John
ity for livestock crippled or
one an Italian model and the other crash occurred as Israels was gated issued a summons to Tolar
March, 6-3, 6-0. The real maraa Luger were taken out of a show passing Mrs. Dodge who was at- for driving with undue caution
slaughtered.The Williamston plan
thon
event and the deciding point
was well received.
Bob Holt of Holland High case. Entrance was made by us- tempting a left turn. State police causing an accident.
of the -match was in the Noj 2
School’s golf team was awarded ing a five-foottelephone pole to determinedboth drivers had sigdoubles which was finally won by
the medal for low score at the re- break down the front door and nalled and no tickets were issued.
Stephen Foster folios are displaygional golf tournament at Green knocked it off the hinges. A win- The Israels car was considerably ed for tourists at Olivet College at Holland's Grissen twin^ Dwayne
and Delwyn. They won the match,
Ridge Country Club in Grand Rap- dow in the door was not broken.
damaged.

Maroon Giants

High second with 46 points.
Paul Wiogerink was the only

Win Number Six

Adema Appointed
Serve

Panel

DYKSTRA
St.

"I always take the

C&0

-

-

ii

,

ids Saturday. However, his Holland teammates slipped back and
the local school finished ninth in
the field of 10 teams.

'

Olivet, Michigan.

a

%

three setter, 7-5, 2-6, 10.8. In

the third doubles Dave Bos and
Duane Carlson breezed past Tom
Tift and Jim Blank, 6-1, 6-0.
Holland entertains Grand Haven on the 22nd St. courts today.
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Holt toured the course in a 79

and his Score was

identical to
Fleet of Creston and Ray
Bostrom of Muskegon. The three
men flipped a coin to decide who
would get the one medal and Holt
won. The victory also enables him
to advance to the state finals and
compete for medalist honn~ at
Cascade Country Club in Jackson
next Saturday.

'Tve been

Norm

Grand Rapids Union won

serving with the U.8. Navy at Great

Lake*, has

the

“beet looking

mother” of any tailor at the
big Naval training center. According to word received from
Bruce, hie mother, Mre. Peter
Van Heeteren of 271 West 15th
8t, wae choeen the beet looking mother In a Mother’s Day

Prof. A!

photo contest, oponsored by tho
recreationdepartmentBruce,
a former Sentinel neweboy,
said ha’a “very proud of hie
mom, and .would like to have

everyone In Holland know
about It”

(Special)

-

Kammeraad of Grand
Haven paid $7 fine in the city

Mrs. Sylvia

iR.

mS
Mis

original state. Is open to tourists the car belongingto Mn. Marie
Mackinac Islanj, Michigan.
Henman, route 1, Grand Haven*

mm

m
m
Mmmti

Holland postal letter carriers went to the blood
ddnor clinic 16 etrong this week to donate blood
for Holland’! Community Blood bank. Most of
them are shown In this picture taken In the donor
clinic Yanteen at Red Crooe headquarters.Seated,

the No. 2 hole at American Legion
Country Club. He. used a five iron.
This isn’t the first hole-in-one
for Al and it’s getting difficult
for him to find competitive golfing partners.
Ly. Hwllaat
Pro George Slikkers reports the
course is in “fine shape and we
invite all of you to come out and
enjoy 18 good holes of golf.”

Reappraisal Slated

mM

Mn. Kammeraad

told officersher groceries started

he did Saturday afternoon oh

-

ALLEGAN (Special) City
Assessor Clarence Wise said Tues-

day that the J. M. Cleminshaw
John Smith, James Kleklntvetd, Co., of Cleveland, probably
John Stepheneen, Stanley Oudemolen, Henry De
would not start work on a reapBoe and Don Van Lente. Standing are Bernard praisal of city property until
Kammeraad,Gilbert Bee, Arthur Van Raalte, Aug. 1. The work is expected to
Marlnua Rozeboom and Edgar Van Hula.
[take about three months. The
left to right, are

(Penna-Sas

*

photoX

project will foet the city $10,500.

- \
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<2

asked

Mki

Payne

if

my

Vn

Payne

favorite,"

there were any

particular thing she liked about the C

om

AO.

“Definitely,M abe said, “I’m never bothered
with rough starts and itope on C AO taaim,'7
That’s one big reason why I always

Prof. Timmer, former Hope College golf coach, better known by
his golfing companions as Al, is
thinking of selling his putter these
days.
When Al tees up he says the
idea is to put the ball in the hole
in one shot. And that's just what

1#

traffic court on the charge of failure to have her oar under control
after striking a parked car on
Franklin St. at 10:45 a.tn. Tues-

day morning.

Trainer

lets Hole-in-One

teams will play in the state finals.
Other scores were: South, 355; Ottawa Hills and Central, 359 each;
Grand Haven, 361; Holland, 388,
and Christian,402.
Other Holland scores behind
Holt were: David Jalving, 92;
Henry Meurer, 107, and Irving Ter
Haar, 110.

GRAND HAVEN

told us, “but the C A OiastiU

We

the

Driver Pays Fine

United States and

traveled many differentways/’ Miss

meet with a 344 total. Muskegon
had 346, Catholic Central, 349,
and Creston, 352. The four top

A. Bruce Van Heeteren,

all over the

prefer the C

AO.”

Take a tip from Mias Payne. Next time yoi '
take a trip, take the Chesapeake and Ohio. V
You’ll enjoy the smooth-ridingnrmfnrt tAM*
C AO^a streamlinersalways give yoq.

S.I7 a.m., B.T. I Lv. Chicago
«. Sunday [ QraoS Central Sta. 4:1S ufc

•..i.....

»*. 11:0 ... CAT.!*1- “•M“<
ex. Sunday r

C

-------------

A O TICKIT Of Pitt
C t O STATION
HONI Sill
f

CU

rhi HOLLAND

Sunday School

HOLLAND CIH NEWS

Lesson
May M,
Problems of

ChriidM

II NfcWS, iHUiUDAy,

MAY

21,

Prominent Saugatuck Resident Feted

'City Beauty7

Rest of Year Too:

1953

the

Remember

Cl

Police Investigate Fennville
(From

Mayor

Friday’s Sentinel)

The

Rash

"Let’s not forget our tulip lanes that' people get tired of Tulip

of

Crashes

Conscience

mother-daughter banquet
sponsored by the WSCS Friday
evening waa attended by a capacity crowd, numbering 140. The
men and boys of the church served the meal The table* were art-

after the 1951 Tnlip Time festival Time, but every one must have
enjoyed it at one time and the
over," Mayor Harry Harrington
young people growing up are. enBy Henry fleerMugs
told 270 persons gathered in Hope
titled to their chance, and v^hen
It is ah obvious fact that (he Church Friday noon for the anistic, decorated with May poles in
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
•they take over they may do a betlight green and orchid. The inapostle Paul was conversant with nual Joint Service Club luncheon, ter Job in the future that what
State police were kept busy over
dividual May baskets of similar
the differentlevels of human life. sponsored by the Inter-Club Coun- has been done in the past I know
the week-end inveeigattagat least coloring bore the menu and procil.
one
man
who
never
seems
to
gpt
He could associate with the upper
10 accidents in the eounty which grams as follows)Invocation,Mrs.
"Don’t let weeds grow in (he tired of scrubbing the streetsand
classes in culture, but he was a
Garth Smith; presentationof
included:
lanes. There’s a lot of beauty in a that’s Hon. G. Mennen Williams,
of the
realist, able to understandpeople
toastmistress, Mrs. William SexHolUnd City Newt
five-cent package of seeds. We the governor. But I did notice this
At
10:30
pm.
Saturday
on
USPublished Every Thun- who had small opportunityand could plant petunias and have our
ton; toastmlstress, Miss Norma
year that he did a better Job with
16 m Crock ety township a 1948 Crane; welcome, Lee Sharon
(day by the Sentinel were bred and developed upon the
Printing Co. Office 54-56 low moral levels. This capacity lanes colorfulseveral weeks later some Republican help.
car driven by Aaron P&schei, 23, Johnson;song, "How Do You Do/’
Weal Eighth Street, Holin the season without any harm to
"Occasionallyyou hear the
was so present in his preaching
land, Michigan.
Muskegon Heights, going west, by group, accompanied by Mrs.
the tulip bulbs. Our Holland Tulip moan, ’I don’t make any money
and testimony, that he won conrolled over. The driver Mated he Wayne Woodby; toast to mothers,
Entered aa second class matter at verts from all grades of society, in Garden Club has aa its theme this out of Tulip Time.’ Well our sales
Jane Woodby; response to daughhe post office at Holland. Mich.,
year, 'Our City Beautiful.’ Let’a tax report* indicatean Increase of
came up behind a car without ters, Mrs. Rchard Barron; quintet,
inder the Act of Congreaa,March 8, the many months that he preached get behind the club and do our over $1,000,000 in the county over
taillight*
and
in
applying
his
in Corinth at the time his church
1879.
Mrs. Edward Grams, Sally Grams.
part.
April and June. But it takes more
brake*, lost control od the car Mrs. A. B. Dorrance,Rosalie and
was founded there.
V. A. BUTLER, Buslnesa Manager
"And
if you want something than dollars to define the real
and rolled over on the right aide
It was natural in such a mass
Annette Dorrance; play, “Rosegreen 12 months of the year plant wealth of the city. No one thing
of the road. He waa charged with
Telephone — News Items 3193
movement, that they would bring
mary— That’s For Remembrance,"
an evergreen In your front lawn. constitutesall its richness.It is a
Advertising and Subscription!, 3191
excessive speed— failure to have
into their enrollment some who
Mesdames Blont and Mollhagenof
Nature will decorate It with snow combinationof natural, economic,
car under control.
<The publishershall not be liable had only an emotional conversion,
St. Joseph; clarinet quartet, Jacduring
the
winter
and
at
Christreligious
‘and
cultural
resources,
At
11:20
pm.
Saturday
on
UStor any error or errors In printing without experiencing a genuine
queline Barron, Sharon Fleming,
mas
time
some
colored
lights
will
inv advertising unless a proof of
plus the imagination and energy
31 six miles south of Grand Haven
Patty Repp and Suzette Van Dusinch advertisementshall have been knowledge of God. It was also add yuletide cheer. If you’ll do it of Holland’* people. Old and young
in
Grand
Haven
township
a
1951
obtained by advertiser and returned true that some would backslide
sen.
and I’ll do it, then we’ll get the have put so much time, effort and
model car driven south by Vinton
»y him In time for corrections with having failed to go deep enough in
Mrs. Richard Jonathas, until her
other fellow to do it too."
tuch errors or corrections noted Christian experience. One
money into Tulip Time that it is
Jay Wright, 22, of 321 North
recent marraige Miss Carol B.
slalnly thereon; and In such case If
The
mayor prefaced his talk now priceless. Boy Scouts, Camp
River,
Holland,
and
another
car
inv error so noted Is not corrected, wonder why the Holy Spirit would
Walter, was guest of honor Monwith the hope that at this time Fire girls, the schools, the college,
driven by John Klomp, 17, Grand
subllshers liabilityshall not exceed lead Paul to preserve a reference
day evening at the Hospitalitv
next year the municipal recreation Garden club, churches, The Sentiluch a proportion of the entire space
Haven, going north, were involved.
to all this in the New Testament
House here, when 21 present
sccupledby the error bears to the
auditoriumwill be ready for Tu- nel and the Holland Furnace Co.
Wright
stopped
for
a
‘stop sign
whole space occupiedby such adver- to be read by pastors and churchteachers and six former teachers
lip Time activities. He also paid go all out. Of course it is easy
and pulled out in front of the
:lsement.
es in the centuries to come. The
of Ottawa Hills school 'in Grand
tribute to serviceclubs, "It is hot to do nothing and some people and
Klomp
car without giving the latanswer seems very simple, in the
Rapids honored her at a combined
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
just a lunch, a speaker, or enter- cities do it.
ter a chance to stop. Jeannette
One year $3.00; six months $2.00; fact that we would be encouraged
retirement dinner and bridal
"Let’s look at tomorrow. Cities
Rithamel,16, of 12809 James St.,
three months, $1.00; single copy 10c. to stand true, and press forward tainmentthat keeps service clubs
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SAUGATUCK (Special )-A re- and exclamationsof surprise, as with failureto yield right of way. have
the gospel age, we must face conAt 12:05 a.m. Sunday on US-31 have been at Ottawa Hills.
warm
handclasps, the assistance way to stop worrying about your ception was given Tuesday after- painting is a hobby taken up by
ditions,grapple with reality,and
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Parok of
to the blind and unfortunate and competitoris to make your con- noon at Saugatuck Woman’s Club Mrs. Heath during her winters in in Grand Haven township,three
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Jacksonville,Fla., are spending an
There is a growing convictionin have the good side as well as the contributing to the bettermentof petitor start worrying about you., building honoring Mrs. D. A. Florida after she was 75 years of care were involved, driven by
indefinite time at their home here.
Lansing that the Republicansat bad. the strong as well as the communitylife through different Let’i all get together and make Heath on her 80th birthday.About age. The paintings include florals, Clayton L. Veach, 29, Grand
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Holland a master city. We’re on 200 friends called to pay their re- still life and landscapes of Florida Haven, going north; Samuel C.
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Correll, 67, route 2, Grand son-in-law and daughter Mr. and
spects to Mrs. Heath, her daught- and Michigan.
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say the final test of a the right track, let’s go ahead.”
that Jusus reigns, and that some
Mrs. Hollis Teusink. Mr. and Mrs
or. Not so much for the overall
gentlemanis his considerationand
Dan Vander Werf, president of er, Mrs. Gladys Barron of Chicago,
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success of the party next year as
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their own use.
of no possible use to him. In ac- Willard C. Wichera as master of Barron Ripley of Madison, Wis.
County. She was born May 13, Ind., going north. Veach’s car was
tor the effect this situationhas on
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cordance with his definition, ceremonies. Clarence Jalving led
legislation.
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ies of sacrifice with which the
Morton, 50, a bruised head. Both mother, Mrs. Eva Richards, and
tnent that la appalling in view of
strate* courtesy and hospitality— bers sung in the Chordettes’ own These drew' many compliments was published later.
Corinthian Gentiles were familiar,
Were treated at Municipal Hospi- grandmother,Mrs. Hattie Arnold,
the state of crisis in which the
"and ahow the world we are not delightful style were "Hello My
people^may eat the meat as diet
tal. State police are still investi- also several of Mr. Johnson’s
pate of Michigan is involved.
just an ordinary city but a city of Baby," "Alice Blue Gown,” 'Tip- laureate services with the Rev.
brothers and sisters. They were acwithout regard to the superstition
gating.
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It may be implied that to take
sermon on Sunday evening May
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tact that the people, in November,
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were involved, driven by Sydney who had been visiting there.
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elected a divided state governMr. and Mrs. Clayton St. John
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and faculty members will be new Beechwood elementary school were traveling south when the Mrs. St. John was formerly Marlarge number of men in the party
much light to become involved in
Glenn Schrotenboerwho grad- guests at this affair. A skit will be
Wagoner car struck the Nolen car ion Foster.
in power who should assume a
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all children of ’the school route 3. Zeeland; Mrs. Janet VanMr. and Mrs. Keith Hutchins
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Mrs. Grace Vander Kolk presentwill have their annual picnic on Lowell De Weerd, East Saugatuck; cation touring Florida.
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hall. Mrs. Dorothy Weller,
The next thing the apostle writes
guilty before Judge Raymond L.
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Hosteroe* were Mrs. Ada Brow- or, sophomore and freshmen clasmet. at which time Q. Van Dyke was In the Netherlande on a visit.
Holland; John O. Vandermyde, 20. er, Mia. Eldora Brower, Mr*. De- ses.
Mrs.
Tho couplo, who havo vlelted In many atataa including New Jersey, Sunday when he stepped back and daughter, Suzanne,
route 2, Holland, and Joyce lores Buurma and Mrs. Marian
The First Reformed Church will
Pennsylvania,Ohio, Indiana,Wlaconaln, Iowa, llllnola and Michigan,
fell in a hole. He was taken to Wade Van Volkenburg, Jr., of Ann
WaHers, 18, route 2, Zeeland
Grower. **
be the
the annual bacca- expect to return to tho Netherlands this summer.
Municipal Hospital and released. Arbor.
I Corinthians8:7-13; 1:18-30
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Holland Issues

400 Attend Tea

13

In Brooks

Budding Permits
During Past

Thirteen building permit* valuS22.400 were issued during
the past week, accordingto the
records of Building Inspector Joseph Shasaguay and City Clerk
Clarence Grevengoed. Permit*
were issued to: »

«0'

George Gosselar, 370 Columbia
Ave., remodel kitchen, $200; Van
Dyke and Beyer, contractor.
Lester Hulst, 126 East 18th St.,
tear down old garage and build

Let’s Plant

new

one, $500; self, contractor.

Albert Bouman, 124 West 23rd
St., convert single stall garage into double, $700; Russell Homkes,
contractor.
Gus Nelson, 244 FairbanksAve.,
building single stall garage, $500;
Russell Homkes, contractor.

John Van Iwaarden, 204 West
24th St., enlarge living room, $600;
Russell Homkes, contractor.
Phil Franks, 194 West 24th St.,
erect new hoiise and garage, $12,300; self contractor.
Dan Blakeley, 25 East 19th St.,
remodel kitchen, $750; self contractor.

Bernard Zylstra, 124 West 27th
St., reroof house, $125; self, contractor.

H. E. Kooiker, 35 East 29th St.,
erect double stall garage, $800;
Mulder and Bos, contractor.
Herman Dams, 316 West 13th
St., enclose front porch, $600;
Vander Leek, contractor.
Crampton Mfg. Co., 338 West
12th St., brick in opening and repair floor and partitioas,$5,000;
Elzinga and Volkers, contractor.
Bud Norris, 377 Lincoln Ave., remove French doors and lower
ceiling, $250; Zoerhof and self,
contractor.

Home

About 400 persons 'attended the
National Tulip Society tea at the
Earnest C. Brooks home <*n State
St. Wednesday afternoon, arranged by Mrs. Thaddeus Taft,
Mrs.1 Henry Carley and their committees.

Week

ed at

Beauty-Tulip Plantings

More Beautiful

in

Garden Settings

honored guests. Mr. Hubbard presented National Tulip Society
awards with ribbons going to Mrs.
Jerena Rooks, first; Miss Gertrude Steketee, second; and Mrs.
J. D. Jencks, third. Accompanying the ribbons were imported
bulbs, valued at $25, $15 and $10

the Dutch walloped the Grand
Haven Bucs, 6-1. It was the same
score by which the Dutch defeated
the Bucs before this season.
Coach Joe Moran’s club breezed
through in easy fashion, dropping
only the No. 3 singles. None of the
matches went three sets, which is
indicativeof the Holland strength
against one of the best Grand
Haven clubs in years.
The Holland mentor wai^-pleased with the performanceand said
many of the boys have shown
marked improvement in recent

start* on a hunt for grounds. A flowering crab apple In for the three winners.
Beautiful arrangements of tuespecially attractive tulip plant- full bloom completes this season’s
lips and other spring flowers
picture.
ing* in front of private home*
adorned the rooms of the Brooks
Driving through the dty one
on find* his attention attract
again is impressed by flowering home, lending a festiveair to an
ed equally by flowering tree* and
trees. A row of crabs has been event which has become a highshrubs. Apple and pear trees from
set along WashingtonBlvd. at light of the opening day of the matches.
old orchards along South Shore 22nd SL as a buffer against the Tulip Tftne festival.*
In the No. 1 singlesmatch, HolDr. are as profuse in their bios
Among the guests were Gov. land’s Henry Visscher had no diftraffic. A pretty one blooms at 46
soms as if they were cultivated.
and
Mrs.
G.
Mennen
Williams,
East 25th St., a group on 26th and
ficulty in defeating Grand Haven’s
At the entrance of 1075 South Lawndale Ct, and on 28th be- Chief Justice John R. Dethmers,
Budge Sherwood, 6-3, 6-1. Paul
Shore Dr. is a large flowering tween State and Columbia two Lt. Gov. ClarenceReid, Attorney
Mack in the No. 2 slot also did a
dogwood, thick with creamy white
malus floribunda show that they General Frank Millard, Auditor fine job in whipping Grand
blossom, with a dark red flowergrow old gracefully.Red bud at General and Mrs. John R. Martin, Haven's Doug Port, a promising
ing quince before it. Looking down
675 and at 700 Columbia Ave. sug- Supt. of Public Instruction Qair newcomer. 6-2, 6-2.
the driveway one sees a lovely gest that they too should be used Taylor, State Senator Clyde GeerDuane Teusink, in the No. 3 sinpink dogwood against dark ever- here more than they are.
lings, Rep. George Van Peursem, gles post, absorbed Holland’s only
greens. A little farther on a niceThe landscaped border which and wives of the House and Sen- loss as he bowed to Tom Otley of
ly planned garden of shrubs, surrounds the City Hall parking ate dub.
the Bucs. 6-2, 6-1. Dave Bosch,
flowering trees and tulips suggests lot has created a nice opportunity
Pouring were Mrs. G. Mennen playing Holland’s No. 4 singlesalso
the quality of a motel.
for display of new varieties of Wilhams, Miss Lida Rogers, Mrs.
A very beautiful planting halts tulips in small groupings Espec- Victor Watkins, Mrs. W. A. But- turned in a good match as he stopped Dave Ziel, 6-2, 6-1. In a nonone at the entrance of- 1899 South ially beautiful is the tall, strong
ler, Mrs. Ransom Everett, Mrs. counting fifth singles encounter,
Shore Dr., and makes him feel General Eisenhower, its blossom a
Leonard Stallkamp, Miss Gert- Jim Vande Wege outlastedTed
that this is the way tulips should subtle pink with a touch of buff.
rude Steketee, Mrs. William Parker of Grand Haven, 2-6, 6-3,
be used. Small groupings of white,
Tulips brighten the way for all Schrier and Mrs. PhillipsBrooks. 6-2.
yellow, and fosy pink tulips in who pass 65 West 12th St., and a
Serving on the committee were
Holland's Norm Scheerhom and
front of and between low ever- few' doors west at number 85 one
green? bring the whole lovely may stop to determine what is Mrs. Taft, Mrs. Carley, Mrs. Wil- Phil Boersma took the No: 1 doulard Wichers,Miss Ruth Keppel, bles match as they stopped Bob
mass of yew, juniper, barberry,

One who

the white-floweringshrub. As
soon as he opens the car door he
knows from the rich fragrance
which is wafted toward him that it
is Viburnum Carlesi.
Next week w'e hope to share

Mrs. Chester Van Tongeren and
Mrs. W. C. Kools.
Assisting throughoutthe rooms
were Mrs. Paul Fredrickson, Mrs.
dark background. White tulips
Jerena Rooks, Mrs. Ward Hansen,
have been liberally used One
notes the same pattern in the bor- the gardens of those in other sec- Mrs. Robert Visscher, Mrs. Gerrit Buis, Mrs. Richard De Witt,
der planting of the home’s tions of the
*
Mrs. Arthur Visscher, Mrs. Robert Runnels. Mrs. R. B. Champion
guests of the Saugatuck Woman’s and Mrs. James Brooks.
club Friday afternoon, May 8, at
arborvitae and spruce to life and
the tulips seem to gain richness
of color and distinctionfrom the

Ganges

MIAA Victory

George Gaze has been ill the
(From Saturday’s Sentinel).
past few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Alva Hoover and
Mr. and Mrs. Max McCarn and
Hope College net men notched daughter Margaret and Mrs. Aug- daughter Patricia and Mrs. G.
usta Hoover were called to Chianother MIAA win at Albion FriEkdahl of Lansing were weekday as they defeated Albion 5-2. cago last Friday for funeral ser- end visitors with relatives in CanWarren Exo, playing in the No. vices of the former’s sister, Mrs. ges and Douglas.
Nellie Jeffers, 59, who suffered a
1 singles slot, was dropped by Bob
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Allen spent
stroke at her home there on TuesSiegel, 6-3, 6-3. Hope’s Ron Bos
Sunday in Niles with her parents,
day.
tripped George Clark with little
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kiernan re- Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Allen.
trouble 6-2, 6-0.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Rhodes and
turned last week from St. PetersOther Hope wins include Bill burg, Fa., where they spent sev- family of Kalamazoo were guests
Boeskool over. Bill Vincent 6-2, eral months.
Sunday of their mother, Mrs. Rena
6-1 and Bill Coventry over Norm
The last meeting of the Reid Rhodes.
Eisler, 1-6, 6-2, 6-3. Monte Dyer
Mrs. Bernie Knox had as guests
school PTA will be held at the
lost to Dick Jones. 6-2, 8-6.
for
th®. week-end Mr. and Mrs.
school house this evening Mr. and
In doubles Bos and Exo teamed Mrs. Roy Nye have charge of the Kenneth Whitmar of Chicago.
Friday evening, May 22, at 8
to defeat Seigle and Clark, 6-1, program and Mrs. E. T. Brunson
6-1 while Coven try-Boeskool de- will show pictures followed ’ by pjn, the Rev. Henry Alexander,

•

For Tenth Victory

Holland High’s rampaging tennis
York, team posted it* 10th victory of the
president of the National Tulip season against two defeats Friday
Society, and Mr*. Hubbard were afternoon at the 22nd St. court* as

their club house.

feated Eisler-Vincent.

Team Drabs Bucs

1. R. Hubbard of New

city.

Netters Notch

Holland High Net

pastor

junch.

An extra match was played Thursday afternoort; May 21, the
with John Shrier defeating Frank Baptist Mission Circle will meet
Ungrodt, 8-6, 4-6, 7-5.
with Mrs. Fred Reimink. Program
will be “BirthdayParty.” Leader
is Mrs. Hazel Green.
The newly-electedofficers of
the Ganges Jill club are: Mrs.
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
Helen Cunningham president;
Mrs. John Vander Wal and Mrs. Myrtle Stremler, vice presibaby returned to their home here dent; Marion Stokes, secretary,

of Ganges

Methodist
Church, will be the guest speaker
at Ganges Community Grange.
Allegan County Pomona Grange
will meet Thursday evening. May
21, at Gunplain Grange hall.

Chix Tennis

Squad

Trounces Parkers
—

ZEELAND (Special) Coach
Jarold Groters tennis team dropped visitingComstock Park Friday in a 3-0 shutout. The locals
won two singles and one doubles
match.
Playing No. 1 singles Zeeland's
Paul Schipper easily defeated
Johnson 6-2, 6-2, while Burton
Moeke defeated Schansema 6-0,
6-1 in the second match. In
doubles Eddy Geerlings and Pete
Beyer showed a nice game in beating Annis-Felty 6-4, 6-0.
The win makes the Chix’ season

record stand at three wins and
three losses.

South Blendon

Stille-Seidelman HopesLinksmen

Brmkert and Duane Miles,

Marching 3,000 strong, Holland youngster’# from
elementary grade schools proudly paraded down
Eighth St. In Thursday’s Children’s Costume
Parade. Some 40,000 persons watched the children,
gaily decked out In Dutch costumes, march to the

^

H

I

music of ••veral accompanying bands. Tha
weather was a trifle chilly Thursday and here and
there
one
_______
________
..........
.. ••• worm sweaters and trousers
peeking out from under costumes.

could

(Sentinel photo)

Muskegon Heights Forced

to

Rally

To Defeat Stubborn Maroon Nine

6-2,

7-5. In the second doubles, Delwyn

•<>

Holland Christian’sbaseball

and Dwayne

Grissen outpointed squad threw a real scare into MusDon McBryant and Jim Ledinsky, kegon Heights at the Mona Lake
6-2, 6-3. In the final doubles match, diamond Friday afternoon, before
Dave Bos and Duane Carlson stop- bowing in the final innings, KM.
ped Jim Vander Molen and Bill Earlier this season the Muskies
Byl, 6-2, 6-0.
had taken a lopsided win over the
HoUand plays a postponed match Dutch. Christiannow has a 3-6 rewith Muskegon Heights here on cord for the year.
Monday and then prepares for the
For five inningsFriday afternoon
regional tournamentson Friday the Dutch were leading the powerand Saturday.
ful Tigers, before Coach Okie
Johnson’s crew took advantageof
several Holland mental lapses to
Hospital Day Tours
collect seven runs and the ball
game. The Dutch were leading 3-2
Attract Many Students

Engagement Told

(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
Holy Baptism was administered
to four infants a* the morning service of the Reformed Church: Susan Dawn, daughter lif Mr. and
Mr*. Addison Lehman; Roger Allen, son of Mr. and Mrs. Milton
Bocrigtor; RandaU E., son of Mr.
and Mrs. Andrew Busscher,and
Dennis Wayne, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Wallace Kempkers. The sermon subject,In keeping with observance of '‘Mothers'Day,M was
“Christian Homes.” Dr. H. W.
Tenpas sang "My Task” as a sola
number. The Senior Christian Endeavor service studied the topic
"Let’s Do Things Together,” with
Carl Kemme and Marilyn Hansen
as leaders and Muriel Elzinga serving as pianist. The Junior High

before the Heights unleashed their

Students interestedin hospital attack in the bottom half of the
professionswere given a good pic- fifth inning.
The Heights got the ball rolling
ture of hospital work when they
toured Holland Hospital Tuesday in the first inning as they scored
an unearnedmarker. With the first
for demonstration tours.
In the laboratory, Brian Athey batter safe on an error, he later
showed blood pictures and took came all the way around to score
samples of students’blood, also on infieldouts. Christian forged
showing blood typing and meth- ahead with two runs in the second
od of transfusion.
inning with the aid of three hits,
In the nursing demonstration, a walk and a Muskegon error.
Coach John Ham’s Maroons
Miss Arminta Tibbett, Miss R.
Venema, Miss Mary Van Raalte, threatened again in the third but
Mrs. Bogaard and Miss R. Boer the Heights mentor relieved Startadmitted a patient for prepara- er Plichta and inserted Haan on
tion for surgery and described the mound, who put down the uprising without a run being scored.
operative procedure.
ChristianHigh students tour- The Heights tied it up ,in their
ed in the afternoon and Holland half of the fourth on a hit, two
High students in the evening. errors and a walk. Christian came
Eighteen teachersfrom eastern right back with a hit plus a

Hamilton

was in charge of Howard
Veldhoff with Mrs. Donald Stehower as guest leader on the subject, "Christian Homes Should Ba
Happy Homes.”
Jesse Kool motored to Free Soil
on Sunday to visit his mother.
At the last meeting of the
Hamilton Rod and Gun Qlub several matters of general Interest
Miss Muriel Droppers
were discussed,including the proThe engagement of Miss Muriel ject of restoringthe dam in. RabDroppers of Holland to Robert bit River. A committee, headed by
Wagner is announced by her par- Jacob Datema is investigatingbest
ents, Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Droppers
ways and means for working it
of Cedar Grove. Wis. Mr. Wagner
out and suggested some plans to
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben
the group. For refreshmentsa
Wagner of Redlands, Calif.
barbecue was enjoyed by about 50
Miss Droppers,a graduate ..
sportsmen in attendance. Henry
Hope College,is directorof Chris- Funckes is president of the club.
tian education at First Reformed
Mrs. C. Hansen entertained the
Church. Mr. Wagner, now serving
Home Extension Club of the local
in the Navy, expects to be disarea In her home. A cooperative
charged in August, and will re
dinner was enjoyed at noon and
turn to Hope College as a senior
hand work for the day was makin the fall.
ing of trays under supervision of
Mrs. Hansen and Mrs. Fred Billet
Heath township,including the
Christian Hamilton area reached 350 per

Ottawa county attended. They Heights error to take a short lived
are taking an extension course at 3-2 lead.
Then came the big Heights rally
Western Michigan College on
Monday afternoonfrom the St and Ann Adkins, treasurer.Inwhich
sunk the Hollanders.Scoring
“Community Health.”
Mary’s Hospital.
stallationwill take place at the
Miss Patricia Ruth Seidelman,
Miss Florence Vande Woude, seven runs on three hits, a couple
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Vruggink next meeting, June 3. at the home
daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Hope College golfers took win chairman of nurse recruiting,had of errors and two walks, the Tigers
and children and Mr. and Mrs. of Rhoda Compton.
soon took control of the game. One
John Poskey attended the open ^Mr. and Mrs. Peter Carlson Seidelman,Sr., of 207 East 27th number two in MIAA competition four student nurses of Grand factor in*the big uprisingwere the
St., became the bride of Robert Friday as they swamped Adrian' Rapids conversewith the girls
house at Braak’s Bakerv in spent Wednesday in Kalamazoo
boners pulled by the Maroon inSpring Lake last week Wednes- with their son, Ronald Carlson Stille in a double ring ceremony 13-2 at the Lewanee Country club during the refreshment hour ki
field at crucialpoints in the rally.
Friday
evening
at the parsonage course. They have four losses.
charge
of
Hospital
Auxiliary
day evening.
and family.
Both clubs added runs in the
of Trinity Reformed Church. The
Hope’s Bob Visser copped medal- hostesses. The girls came from
cent of its goal in the recent Red
-I
rs. Minnie McDonald of Grand
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Nye, Mr.
closing innings but it didn't affect
groom
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. ist honors with a 79, but Adrian’s
Cross
Fund Drive, topping all
St.
Mary’s
Hospital,
Buttenvorth
Rapids spent the first part of this and Mrs. Roy Nye and sons. Donthe outcome of the tilt. Wayne
George Stille of Spruce Ave.
others by a good margin. LackBud . Bennett was right behind Hospital, Blodgett Hospital.
week visiting with relativeshere. ald and Gerald, and Mr. and Mrs.
Alois went all the way on the
ing 50 cents, $700 was contributThe Rev. John M. Hains offi- with an 80. Other Hope scores inMr. and Mrs. H. H. Vander Harry Nye and family went to
mound for the Dutch and did a
clude
Bill
Holt,
81;
John
Tamed. Justin Schievink was local
ciated
at
the
rites.
Molen of North Blendon had Sun- Kalamazoo Sunday for a mother's
good job, considering the jams
chairman and was assisted by a
Mrs. Walter Seidelman, Jr., minga, 85; Don Lubbers, 87; Don Local Youth Member
day dinner with the family of Day dinner in the home of their
several fieldingmisplaysput him
Prentice,91.
large number of volunteer helpers.
sister-in-law
of
the
bride,
and
daughter
and
son-in-law,
Mr.
and
Its First
their children, Mr. and Mrs. C.
in. He allowed eight hits and showCoach John Visser said the day Of Scottsmen Quartet
The Rev. J. Muyskens , was
Meeuwsen. In the afternoon they Mrs. Charles Flora. Their daugh- Jack Van Ommen, brother-in-law was perfect for golf, and 'the
ed good control. Christian got six
scheduled to go to New York City
ter
Mrs.
Ruth
Burgh
and
Mary
of
the
groom,
attended
the
couple
A/2C Roger N. Kuiken, son of hits off the slants of the two
all went to the Allegan Health
Holland Christian’s net squad ths week to attend the meetings
course was “the best we've played
Center where they called on their Jean of Ann Arbor and Mr. and as matron of honor and best on yet this year.” The win ends Mr. and Mrs. Neil Kuiken of 304 Heights hurlers. Ron Nykamp led had its undefeated record snapped
man.
Washington Blvd., is a member of the Holland attack with two hits in Friday afternoon at Muskegon, of the Board of Foreign Missions
relatives, Mrs. John Vander Mol- Mrs. Merle Dressellhouseand
regular season play in the conferMay 12-15.
sons,
Gary
and
Allen
of
Jackson,
The bride wore
gray suit
the Scottsmen, a newly formed three tries.
en.
bowing to the Big Reds, 5-2. Earence, with only th^ MIAA field
The Worpen’s Church League
with navy and white accessories
barbershop quartet from Scott Air
Henry Avink and Hermina vis- joined them for the day.
Christian entertainsGrand Rap- lier this season the Hollanders had of the Reformed Church met for
day yet to be run.
and
a
pink
rose
corsage.
Her
atForce
Base,
which
Wednesday
Mrs. Olive Kirby and son,
ited Mrs. Effie Vruggink at Zeeids Christian on the 19th Street whipped the Muskegon club, 6-1.
Field day ia slated for Thursday
the May meeting last week, with
Thompson of Richmond, Calif tendant wore a yellow suit with and Friday at Kalamazoo public night was awarded top place in diamond on Tuesday.
The loss was ChrisUan’sfiret
land last Friday evening.
Miss Della Bowman presiding.An
the
Great
Lakes
Area
Barbershop
and
sister
Mrs.
Rose
Broe
of
Casbrown
and
white
accessories
and
defeat
in
18
starts,
having
won
17
Members of the B & H Home
country club.
all-member program included a
tournament at Selfridge Field
straight matches over a period of
Economics club, met Wednesday co have returned from a trip to a rose corsage.
varied number of selective readAFB,
Mich.
two
yearn
Christian
lost
i^g
openToronto,
Canada,
where
they
visitMiscellaneous
Shower
A
reception
for
the
immediate
evening at the home of Mrs. Jake
A huge elm in Silverbrook
ings and musical numbers. In
Members of the quartet are
er £ut year and hadn’t been beat
ed a sister. They visited Tuesday families was held at the home' of cemetery at Niles has grown
De Weerd in Hudsonville.
charge
of devotions were Mrs.
Fetes
Lorna
Reuschel
en since.
guests of the Kuikens during their
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Veltema at the home of Mrs. Gladys Good- the bride’s parents after the around an iron fence.
Don Stehower and Mrs. Junius
stay
here
They
include
Kuiken
ing
in
Ganges.
Mrs.
Kirby
and
Although
the
final
score
doesn't
ceremony.
Mrs. Gary Schrotenboor of 345
i \ and Mrs. Albertha De Young of
who sings baritone; S/Sgt. Glenn West 20th St. entertainedat a indicate the closeness of the Miskotten. Arrsnging the program
and Mrs. Albertha De oung of son will soon leave for their home After a brief wedding trip, the
Water ski schools are operated
were Mrs. Ray Kaper, Mrs. Floyd
in Richmond.
newlyweds will be at home on at Lake Macatawa at Holland C. Keller,Jr., second tenor; Al/C miscellaneousshower Tuesday eve- match, Muskegon played spirited Kaper, Mrs. Earl Schipper and
Grand Rapids were Sunday dinner
tennis
to
whip
the
Hollanders
The
Owen
J.
Gesink,
first
tenor
and
The Ganges Home club were Paw Paw Dr.
ning in honor of Miss Lorna Reusguests at the home of Mr. and
for summer tourists.
two clubs battled over three hours Mrs. Miskotten. Bible Study was
Al/C Jack D. King, bass. The four chel.
Mrs. Manley Stegeman.
will participate in Air Force-wide Gifts were presented to the with the outcome in doubt until conducted by Miss Myrtle Van
Mrs. Albert Dykstra and girls
competitionat Selfridge June 7 bride-electand games were play- the final singlesmatch which was Dor Kolk and Mrs. Floyd Kaper
from near Hudsonville spent
led the closing devotions. Sodal
won by Muskegon.
through 9.
ed.
Tuesday with her mother, Mrs.
hostesses were Mrs. Howard EdSeveral
matches
were
marathon
Director of the group is Harold
Invited guests included Mrs.
Herman Betten.
ing, Mrs. Floyd Kempkers, Mrs.
Taylor, director of the St. Louis Garland Buhrer of Grand Rapids, event# which could have gone
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Vruggink
and Bellfvill SPEBSQSA Chapter Mrs. Gerry Wiebcnga of Grand either way. Typical of the play Herman Nyhof, Mrs. M. fen Brink
and Mrs. Glenn Folkert.
and children had as their guests
choruses. Of the four singers only Haven, Mrs. Albert Ter Haar. Jr., was that in the No. 1 singles beMrs. George Lampen and Mrs.
Sunday Mrs. Effie Vruggink and
tween
Christian’s
Dave
Schreur
Gesink and Kuiken have had prev- of Forest Grove, Mrs. Willis
Norman of Zeelancf and Mr. and
ious barbershop singing experi- Streur, Mrs. Cornelius Garvelink, and Wayne Kieft of the Reds. The Edward Lamhpen attended the
Allegan County Women’s AchieveMrs. John Poskey.
ence.
Misses Wilma Vander Bie, Edna two boys played for three hours
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Bosch of
The Four Teens, present cham- Hossink, Ruth Kronemeyerand and 10 minutes with Kieft finally ment Day program at Griswold
North Holland visited Mr. and
winning,8-10, 6-2, 9-7: Another Memorial Building in Allegan
pions, relinquishtheir title and Coral Robbert of Holland.
Mrs. Roy La Huis last Thursday
long event was the third doubles where exhibits were on display
trophy at the worldwide SPEBevening.
match which also went to Mus- from the various Home Extension
SQSA meet in Detroit on June 9.
kegon in three sets. In this one, Clubs of the county. Main featMr. and Mrs. Ed Veldman and
New champions are selected each Mr*. Peterson Dies
Ken Volkema and Warren Ny- ures of the program were the
year.
children from near Grandville
At Holltnd Hospital
kamp of Christian bowed after a showing of wildlife slides by Charspent Sunday evening with their
great
comeback, 6-2, 13-15, 6-3. les Mann, conservationofficer,
mother, Mrs. Allie Newenhouse.
Mrs. Gertrude Peterson, 73,
The local duo was behind in the and a talk on "Czechoslovakia in
Spring Lake Resident,
Mrs. C. Rynsburger entertaindied at 7:30 p.m. Thursday at
second set, 5-1 before rallying to Story and Song” by Mrs. J. J.
ed at her home last Friday evenHolland Hospital, where she had take it.
HI 18 Months, Succumbs
Potuznikof Muskegon.
ing with a surprisebirthday party
been a patient for a week. She
Several local relativesand
In the No. 2 singles,Holland’s
for her daughter, Patricia.A
GRAND HAVEN, (Special)
was the widow of Fred O. Peter- Paul Dykema bowed in another friends attended the wedding of
wiener roast was enjoyed by the
Albert Knowles, 79, route 2, son, who died in July, 1951, and
thriller to Ron Maycroft, 6-3, 9-7. Miss Shirley Klein, daughter of
group. Later in the evening they
Spring Lake, died at 10:30 a.m. had made her home with a sonJim Teerman, playing No. 3 for Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Klein of
went roller skating at Zeeland.
’Riuradayin Municipal Hospital, in-law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
the Dutch, played some of his best Hamilton, and Lawrence Van
where he had been a patient for 11 Justin Pomp of 149 East 15th St.
Guests were Mrs. Peter Rynsburgtennis to stop the Huskies’Mike Klompenberg of Zeeland at the
days. He had been in HI health for
- er, Franees,Marilyn and Bernice
Surviving are two sons, Oliver Humenick, 6-1, 6-1. In the ocal Christian Reformed Church
a year and a half.
of Borculo; Sherry Vander Wal of
of Grand Rapids and Percy of fina. singlesmatch, Dick Creamer ast week Thursday evening.
He was bom in Oceana County Holland; four daughters, Mrs.
Jenison; Mary
Vruggink,
of Muskegon stopped Lewis StegLocal eighth grade graduates reSept. 30, 1873, and had lived in
Ruth Van Meter, Linda Luyk,
Lester Kramer, Mrs. Gerrit ink, 6-3, 6-L
ceiving diplomas at the North Althis vicinityfor the last 27 years,
Karen Wabeke, Joanne Vander
Strabbingand Mrs. Pomp of HolRich Sharda and Norm Lokker legan County exercises,held in
coming fthm Hesperia.He was land and Mrs. Jack Browers of
Wal, Janice and Judy Klamer,
looked good in the No. 1 doubies the Hamilton Auditorium Tuesday
formerly employed as a butcher,
Gloria Vruggink and Sharon
Flint; 19 grandchildren, pnd five as they easily defeated Muske- evening were Robert Billet, Wanmoat of his life, but was lest emMeeuwsen.
great grandchildren.
gon’s Leo Sepura and Thurman da Wentzel, Glenda Brower, Kenployed at the Michigan Brass Co.
Several young folks took part
Brown, 6-2, 6-3. In the No. 2 dou- neth Wentzel, John Drenten, Carl
He is survived by three broth
In the concert given by the Hudbles, Christian’sWarren Boer and Wassink,Chester Groenheide, ElAsa, of Cleveland, Ohio, Guy Marriage Licenses
sonville High School Band and the
Ron Bulthuis bowed to Carl Carl- eanor Reimink, Delwin Kempkers,
ct Hesperia, and Donald of Tin
Ottawa County
, ^Girls’ Glee • club . last Tuesday
son and Mike Stewart, 6-2, 6-4.
Nancy Kennedy, Beverly Koops
Sleep, Wyo., one sister, Mrs. Viva
George Dale Zuidema, 25, and
evening in the High School Audiand Ronald Lezman.
Hewitt of Grand Rapids, ako sev- Joan Kathryn Houtman, 21, both
. torium.
It is estimated that the populaOver 20 pupils of the local
eral nieces and nephews.
of Holland;Merle Vredeveld, 22, tion of Rome in the early days
Mrs.
Meeuwsen and "Sharon
school took the excursion trip to
The body was taken to the Van and Marilyn Romeyn, 21, both of
of the Christian era was 1,200,000 GreenffeidVillage on Friday, May
attended a Mother and Daughter
Zantwick funeral home, where Zeeland; George Langlois, 19, persons.
8.
banquet last Friday evening at
f,,,ed th« throne-llkestructure on tho large
f*™**
will
be
held
Honda*
at
route 1, Nunica, and Gladys
Club /f'Mt for the 1953 Tulip Tim# parades.
glitteringfloat, accented by the ever ore.ent
the North Blendon Reformed slogan
is the Kiwanis slogan of the year. A bevy tulips,
*"• ever-present 1:30 p.m. Gravesideservice# will Downs, 17, Nunica; Earl J. DanModern glassmaking
Church,
|
be held in the West Cemetery in
•f pretty Uttl* Dutah girie and handsome
.
nenberg, 23, and Shirley Ann De can convert a continuous ribbon
i
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BUILDINGS

PROCEEDINGS

114,243.45

_
---

IASTMANVILLI BRIDOI

....
______ 4

OF THE

Credit Balance Jan.
Receipts

—

OTTAWA COUNTY. MICHIGAN

1,

35,581.68
JO, 809.23

$

1952

$

1,660.91
300.00

$

1,960.91

Total Funds

ness would be for thf electionof a
First Day's Session
Vice Chairman.
The Board of Supervisors met
Mr. Townsend moved that Mr.
pursuant to statute on Tuesday. John Van Dyke be nominated as
April 14, 1953 at 1:30 p.m. and was Vice Chairman.
called to order by the Deputy Mr. Bottema moved that the
Clerk.
rules be suspended and that the
Mr. John H. Ter Avest pro- clerk cast the vote of the entire
nounced the invocation.
board for Mr. John Van Dyke Jr.
Upon calling the roll the various as Vice Chairman of the board for

_____ $

Grounds .

_

Buildings
Lights
Insurance

____
__

1,545.60
213.38
197.73
315.48

______
4

Total Expenditures
Overdraft ---- l

—

-

*

Absent, Mr. Stegenga.
The journal of tee second day’s
session was read and approved.

Communication from the City of
Zeeland regarding the sitting of
Dr. D. C. Bloemendaal as Super-

2,272.19

$

311.28

GINIRAL IXPINSK
4

Office Salaries
Advertising __________________________
.

30,925.36

visor for the April session.

Mr. Frankena moved that Dr.
Bloemendaalbe seated as a mem-

254.97 ber of this board for tee April ses57.50 sion which motion prevailed.
Report of the committee on
1,298.18
97.33 Equalization.
. ' 795.35
Mr. Bottema moved that the re592.00 port be laid on the table until to-

___
_______
---------------

Premium Road CommissionersBond

.

.

for investiga- pensation, had investigated same To th« Honorubto Board of Suparvioon
Ottawa County, Michigan
and would present their report at of
Gentlemen
' f
tomorrow’s
session.
sion of foia board which motion
WHEREAS, the detection and treatment
of
tubereulooia
has
been
long
accepted
aa
Mr. Smallegan moved that the
prevailed.
not only a local health proMatn but a BitResolution by Ike Committee on board adjourn to Wednesday,April ter for etete-srido concern and support;
22, 1953 at 1:30 p.m. which motion aud
Drains:
WHEREAS, In that regard the State
prevailed.
EESOLUTION IT TIB
of Michiganhas, by custom and prao-,
COMMITTEE ON DRAINS
tier, aided in the control of this contaWHEREAS, tko property ownsrs and
Chairman
gious disease through a atete subsidy
Inhabitants of parctb of propertyloVIVIAN NUISMER,
equal to approximately half the dally pacated on the Groat Lakes, and riror*.
tient coat of care and payable to the reharoua aad lak« adjoining thereto hart
Dep. Gerk spective
countiesof the State; and
heretofore and \te presently,suffering
WHEREAS, inflationand the consegreat damage as a malt of fluctuation
quent rise in the general commodity prieq
of nod high level* of inter upon, ever
Fourth Day's Stssion
index hart resultedIn the etate paying
“Sjjfjjjft D£h PWTtys Jtad
The
Board
of
Supervisors
met
a disproportionateamount of this coat
WHEREAS, It k believedthat the lev
of care, and it is requestedthat the State
eta of the waters hereinbefore referred pursuant
adjournment
inertasetheir eubeidypayments, unchanged
to might be regulatedla rath a manner
Wednesday,
April 22, 1953 at 1:30 ainec 1948, to again provide approximateaa to alleviate and minimise the eontin1
ued infliction of damage upon the proper- p.m. and was called to order by ly one-halfof this dally coat of care;
NOW. THEREFORE,BE IT RESOLVED
Use hereinbeforereferredto; and
the chairman Mr. Reenders.
that the Ottawa County Board of SuperWHEREAS, the matter of water levMr. Smallegan pronounced the in- visors hereby request that the Ottawa
ela and resulting damage therefromto
County RepresentetiveeIn the State Legthe properti* la of great eoacera to the vocation.
people of the States bordering thereon;
Present at roll call: Messrs. Ken- islatureinitiateand/or support such a
measure ; and
NOW, THEREFORE.BE IT RESOLVED
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that
that independent commission be appoint- nedy, Vollink, Hassold,Hecksel,
ed by the Governors of those States bor- Lowing, Reenders, Helder, Smalle- the County Clerk he instructedto eend
copy of this resolution to Senator Clydo »
dering upon the Great Lakes and by the
gan, Stegenga, Nieuwsma, Ter aGeerlings,
RepresentativeGeorg* M. Van f
President of the United Statee,to deterAvest,
Fendt,
Szopinski,
Bottema,
Peursem
; also that topis* be mailed to
mine the cause or causes of high waters
on and about the Great Lakes, with a Slaughter, Gavin, Mohr, Ver Duin, the County Boards of Superviaon within
the State of Michigan.
view toward the regulationof aueh high
Swart, Rosbach, Ponstein, Cook,
Committee on Public Health
waters and the lowering thereof, and that
JACOB PONSTEIN
Van
auch commission be composed of mem- Harrington, Koop,
RICHARD L. COOK
ben at least one-half of which shall be
Townsend, Bloemendaal,
HENRY C. SLAUGHTER
property owners so afflicted by the high

i

tion and report at the October ses-

1

Frankena.

Ixpenditures

APRIL SESSION, 1953

cation.

Present at roll call: Messrs. Kennedy, Vollink, . Hassold, Hecksel,
Lowing, Reenders, Helder, Smallegan, Nieuwsma, Ter Avest, Fendt,
3,719.00 Szopinski, ,.B 0 1 1 e m a, Slaughter,
Gavin, Mohr, Ver Duin, Swart,
Rosbach, Ponstein, Cook, Harrington, Koop, Wade, Van Dyke, Townsend, Bloemendaal, Nick Cook and

$ 50,000.00

PARKS

Board of Supervisors

""

..............

Mr. Swart pronouncedthe invo- tee on Public Health

Zeeland Warehouse _

Board of Supervisors Appropriation
Expenditures 1952
Expenditures1951
Credit Balance

"

1953

21,

>

CLARENCE REENDERS,

to

on

_

Office Supplies Expense
Postage
Telephone
townshipsand cities were repre- the ensuing year which motion pre- Dues and Subscriptions
CommissionersExpense
867.37 Ltorrow’s session which motion
vailed.
sented as follows:
Wade,
146.01 prevailed.
The clerk thereupon cast the Deputy Clerk and Engineers Expense
Dyke,
Allendale
William L. Kennedy
205.84
vote and Mr. John Van Dyke Jr. Gas Tax Paid
Mr.
Smallegan
moved
that we.
Nick Cook and Frankena.
- Louis Vollink
P.O. Box Rent ................................................
10.00
waten; and v
Mr. Ponstein moved the adoption
was declared elected Vice Chairtake the report of the Buildingsand
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that Absent None.
Chester
John Hassold
Engineers Supplies and Equipment
1,153.58
man for the ensuing^year.
Grounds from the table which mo- coplaa of this Resolution be forwarded The journal of the third day’s of the resolution which motion pre.Ervin
Hecksel
Gas
Dealers
License
5.00
Crockery
to the .severalBoards of Supsrvlsora of
tion prevailed.
vailed.
Mr. Mohr moved that the rules Annual Report
72.50
..Roy H. Lowing
Georgetown
the State of Michigan, to the State Rep- session was read and approved.
Communicationfrom Gerald VanMr.
Rosbach,
chairman
of
the
95.00
resentativefor the County of Ottawa, to
Report of the committee on Ways
Grand Haven __Clarence Reenders governing the board for the past Maps ..
derbeek requestingthat the Annual
Buildingsand Grounds Commit- the State Senator for the ISrd Michigan and Means.
Jani tress Supplies ___________________
37.24
year
be
adopted
as
the
rules
govJamestown
Dick E. Smallegan
Office Equipment Maintenance -----------98.90 tee, presented the plans for the im- Senatorial District, and to all CongnsaGrand Havtn, Michigan County Employees and Supervisor*
Olive
Albert H. Stegenga erning the board for this year
from the State of Michigan, and to
provement of the parking area of men
April 8 1953
picnic be held Aug. 12, 1953.
which
motion
prevailed.
the
United
Statee
Senaton
from
the
State
Part
Dick Nieuwsma
Total
............
.......... ........
Mr. Slaughtermoved that the
.4 36,712.13 tee Court House.
of Michigan, for their considerationand To the Hon. Board of Supervisors
Ottews County, Michigan
John H. TerAvest Report of the Finance Committee
Polkton --communication be ^acceptedand
EQUIPMENT
ACCOUNT
Mr. Harringtonmoved that the action.
Gentlemen :
COMMITTEE
ON
DRAINS
___ Chris Fendt
Port Sheldon
Grand Harm. Michigan N#w Equipment
Your Committee on Ways A Means re- that the annual picnic be held on
plans and specificationsas preCASE SZOPINSKI ;
_Case Szopinski
April 14, 1»6S
Robinson ___
request that a millage of 4.26 August 12, 1953 which motion pre2 Model F-33 12’ Hydraulic Scrapers $ 2,538.20
DICK E. SMALLEGAN spectfully
sented by the Committee on
To the Hon. Board of Supervisor*
mills,
including County School Millage
_..Gerrit
Bottema
Spring Lake
NICHOLAS
FRANKENA
1
Sand
Spreader
236.51
Ottawa County, Michigan
Buildingsand Grounds be approved
vailed.
be allocatedfor the year 1953.
Tallmadge
Henry C. Slaughter Gentlemen :
1,300.00
1 1952 Ford Coupe ________
Mr. Szopinski moved the adopRespectfully submitted.
and that the Buildings and Grounds
Resolution by the committee on
Your Finance Committeewould respect- 1 Warner k Swasy Gradall ...
Wright
.Frank Gavin
HENRY
C.
SLAUGHTER
.. 22,388.10
Committee be authorized tJ pro- Lou of the resolution which motion
Rules and Legislation.
fully report that they have examinedall
GERRITT
BOTTEMA
Zeeland
_______ Maynard Mohr the claims presented to them since the 1 Highway Spray Unit
2,074.00
RESOLUTION
ceed with the improvement as soon prevailed.
JOHN H. TER AVEST
WHEREAS, there is Bill SB 1807 it *
49.50
January 1961 Sessionand In pursuance of 1 Vulcanizing Machine ......
Mr. Bakale addressed the board
D. E. SMALLEGAN
Grand Haven City;
as possible which motion prevailed
the legislatureto levy taxes on the ba.. 17,483.78
a previousorder of this Board we have or- 1 CaterpillarDiesel Tractor
JAMES E. TOWNSEND sis
and called their attention to the
as shown by the followingvote:
of the State Equalizationinstead of
Claude Ver Duin, George Swart, dered the foregoing paid by the County
Ways A Means Committee
6,677.78
2 GMC Trucks ______ ____________
the County Equalisation;
Yeas— Messrs. Kennedy, Vollink, letter he presented to the board at
Phil F. Rosbach, Jacob Ponstein Treasurer.
Mr. Slaughter moved the adop1 InternationalPickup Truck
980.00
NOW,
THEREFORE.BE IT RESOLVED
Hassold, Hecksel, Lowing, Reen- the October session requesting that
Respectfullysubmitted,
and Richard L. Cook.
tion of the report which motion pre- that we go on record as being opposed
_ 19,374.99
3 Diamond T Trucks ___________
he
be
compensated
for
the
work
ders, Helder, Smallegan,NieuwsPHIL F. ROSBACH
vailed as shown by the following to this Bill and being satisfied with our
> 13,725.00
1 Galion Motor Grader _________
Holland City:
present system, and that we so inform
MAYNARD MOHR *.
ma, Ter Avest, Fendt, Szopinski, he had done on 124th Street.
15.00
1
Drag
--------------------Harry Harrington,William Koop,
our State Representative.
George M. Van
D. E. SMALLEGAN
Mr. Ter Avest stated that this vote:
Bottema,Slaughter, Gavin, Mohr,
Yeas: Messrs. Kennedy, 'Vollink, Peursem and our State Senator, Clyde
Lawrence Wade, John Van Dyke Total Bills allowed for February 6, 1958—
matter
should
be
worked
out
by
Ver Duin, Swart, Rosbach, Pon$ 86,842.86
11,081.9#
Hassold,Hecksel, Lowing, Reen- Geerlings. Commmitte*
Jr. and James Townsend.
Rules
stein, Cook, Harrington, Koop, the Good Roads Committee and
Total Bills allowed for March 6, 1963
..$195,557.57
Equipment Expense
ders,
Helder, Smallegan, Stegenga,
and Legislation
Zeeland Qity:
16,462.33
Wade, Van Dyke, Townsend, Bloe- the Road Commission.
JOHN
H.
TER
AVEST
D. C. Bloemendaal,Nick Cook Total Bllla allowed for April 2. 1963Mr. Mohr reported that the com- Nieuwsma, Ter Avest, Fendt, Szomendaal, Nick Cook and Frankena.
Total . ...... - .......... . .......... ...... ........ $282,400.43
LAWRENCE A. WADE
16.240.14
pinski,
Bottema,
Slaughter,
Gavin,
mittee on County Officersto whom
JACOB PONSTEIN
and Nicholas Frankena.
$226,751.29
Nays— None.
Credits to Equipment Account _______
Mohr, Ver Duin, Swart, Rosbach,
Mr. Rosbich moved that the re- Net Equipment Cost __________________
Absent, Mr. John H.. Helder of
$ 55,649.14
A delegationaddressed the board was referred ft the October sesMr. Ter Avest moved the adopport be adopted which motion preHolland Township.
and requested that funds be made sion of the board, to investigate and Ponstein, Cook, Harrington, Koop, tion of the resolution which motion
STOCK AND GRAVEL
Wade, Van Dyke, Townsend, BloeThe clerk announced that the vailed as shown by the following Purchased 1952 _____________ _____$108,240.12
availablefor the employment of a present some proposal wherein all
prevailed.
mendaal, Nick Cook and Frankena.
vote:
county
employes
be
classified
as
to
Psychiatric social worker for Otfirst order of business would be for
$115,395.37
Disbursed 1952 _________________
Mr. Bottema moved that the reNays: None.
Yeas— Messrs. Kennedy, Vollink, Net gain for 1952 ___
type of work they are expected to
$ 7,155.25 tawa County.
the selection of a temporary chairport of the Committee on equalizaResolution by the Committee on
Hhssold, Hecksel, Lowing, Reenilr. Ter Avest moved that the .perform for the county and to e«man.'
tion be taken from the table, which
STATE HIGHWAY
matter be referred to the Commit- tablish a definite program of com Public Health.
Mr. Frankena moved that Mr. ders, Smallegan, Stegenga, Nieuws- U.S. 16
...$ 24,735.60
motion prevailed.
- 20,460.70
Harrington be selected as tempor- ma, Ter Avest, Fendt, Szopinski, M. 21
« 19,374.82
ary chairman which motion pre- Bottema, Slaughter, Gavin, Mohr, U.S. 31
_ 12,890.59
Ver Duin, Swart, Rosbach, Pon- M. 50 _
vailed.
5,568.12
M. 104 .
Valuation at Equalized
Valuation as Astoaaod
Mr. Harrington as temporary stein, Cook, Harrington, Koop, Non-Maintenance
1,264.15
Wade, Van Dyke, Townsend, Bloechairman announced that the first
mendaal, Nick Cook and Frankena.
1
order of business would be for the
4 84,293.98
Total
Nays— None.
s
election of a permanent chairman.
(See MaintenanceChart at bettem of page)
Mr. Neal Van Leeuwen, ChairMr. Slaughtermoved that the
Mr. Stegenga moved that the reman of the Road Commission,preRules and LagislaUon— Ter Av**t, Pon
l
rules be suspended and that the
Wade.
sented their annual report
port
be receivedand placed on stein,
derk cast the vote of the entire
Social Weifarw— Harrington,R. Cook,
!?
:!
1
Grand Haven, Michigan
aw
D* Bruyn. *
a. a.
a.
BUI
<<
SLO.
h>«i
board for Mr. ClarenceReenders
file, which motion prevailed.
Daeembcr 11. 1952
Buildings and Greunds— Rosbach, Ssofor Chairman of the Board for the To the Honorable Board of Supervisors
Communication from The Presi- plnski, Neiuwsma.
TOWNSHIPS AND CITIES
ensuing year which motion pre- of the Count? of Ottawa:
dent and Secretary of the Child
Drains— Ssopinskl, Frankena, Smalle1.5231
194,936 $ 1,681,595
196,885 $ 1,486,659
$ 1,342,375 $ 142,335 $ 1,484,710
.......... 17,450
ALLENDALE
Gentlemen:
gan,
De
Bruyn,
Fendt
vailed.
1,635,426
138,727
1,774,153
1.6072
1,478,100
296,053
120,525
1,357,575
We are submittingherewith the 42nd An- Guidance Clinic consideringthe
.......
....
22,478
Good Roads— Stegenga, N. Cook, Low- BLENDON ............. ......
1,751,046
202,801
1.7700
The clerk thereupon cast the vote nual Report of the County Road Commis- advisabilityof hiring a full time ing, Nieuwsma, Van Dyke.
1,709,690
244,157
1,953,847
190,859
1,518,840
......... 22,717
CHESTER ........... . .................
sioners
of
Ottawa
County
for
the
year
end1,295,341
1.1734
190,411
1,089,776
205,565
1,104,930
and Mr. Clarence Reenders was
Agriculture— Hassold, Vollink, Hsck- CROCKERY ............. . ...........
Psychiatric Social Worker.
130,730
974,200
........... 20,000
ing December31. 1962.
ael, Lowing, Kennedy.
4,148,069
3.7578
$
123,111
3,535,008
613,081
4,271,200
declared elected Chairman of the
398,400
3,872,800
Mr.
Ter
Avest
moved
that
the
_
________
22,522
GEORGETOWN
.........
.
.....
Respectfullysubmitted,
Public Health— Ponstein, Slaughter, R.
1,829,062
98,238
1,927,300
1.7459
300,900
1.626,400
91,350
1,535,050
........ .
18,310
Board for the ensuing year.
communicationbe referred to the Cook.
GRAND HAVEN ____________
NEAL VAN LEEUWEN,
8,238,530
1,497,097
9,735,627
8.8197
2,034,697
7,700,930
1,456,430
6,244,500
Chairman
County Offieenand Employee*— Mohr, HOLLAND ............. ................. ... 21,070
Mr. Reenders as chairman anHealth Committee.
2.1355
384,898
1,985,866
371,407
2,357,273
PETER P. VANDENBOSOH Mr. Harrington moved as a sub- Stegenga, Ver Duin.
1,972,375
257,525
JAMESTOWN ______ x ........ .......... 23,223 1,714,850
nounced that the next order of busiL. W. LAMB
Finance— Roebeeh, SmaUcgan, Mohr.
116,380
216,598
1,275,218
1,391,598
1.2606.
1,175,000
106,900
1,068,100
_________
22,970
stitute motion that the communicaSchool* and Educational Comm.— Bot- OLIVE _ _____ ____________________
213,109
968,584
6,150,850
6,363,959
5.7652
5,395,375
103,450
5,291,925
............ 10,218
PARK ........... — ......................
SUMMARY
tion be laid on the table which sub- tema, Harrington,Ter Avast
468,948
3,203,254
799,779
4,003,033
3.6264
3,534,085
617,430
2,916,655
„. 27,611
Co-ordinating and Zoning Comm. — POLKTON ................. .......Racaipts
stitute motion .prevailed.
278,190
992,733
37,422
1,030,155
.9332
751,965
Smallegan, Swart, Gavin.
28,365
723,600
PORT SHELDON ____________ 12,840
Engr.
Local
Mr. Harrington moved that the
Recreation—N. Cook, Hassold,Botte• 142,955
948,280
87,638
1,035,918
.9384
892,963
67,763
825,200
$
610,160.46
............
24,991
5,000.00
$406,014.37
$197,146.09
Highway Fund ____ $
ROBINSON ...... y
ma.
3,018,559
6,800,317
1,154,642
7,954,959
7.2065
4,936,400
4,314,575
621,825
75,825.03 chairman appoint a committee to
75,825.03
........ . 11,139
........
Township Maintenance .
Abstracting Comm.— Koop. R. Cook, SPRING LAKE
31,268
1,716,894
334,420
2,051,314
1.8583
2,020,046
342,856
180,191.45 draw suitableresolutionsupon the Fendt
180,191.45
TALLMADGE ..... . ...... - .................19,762 1,677,190
Township Special
77,526
1,797,016
363,286
2,160,302
1.9570
2,062,776
417,061
32,000.00 death of John Galien which motion
1,665,715
........... 22,184
Board of Supervisors
WRIGHT
...................
.
............
Mr. Mohr moved that the com591,181
543,608
3,080,006
2.7902
2,488,825
2,536^98
328,715
2,160,110
114,778.98 prevailed.
_______22,998
Bales, State Hwy., Misc
mittee eppointmentsbe and the ZEELAND . ........................
5,927,255
19,728,071
$2,442,564
13,800,816
17.8730
22,170,635
6,622,300
The chairman appointed the fol- same are hereby confirmed by this GRAND HAVEN CITY * _______ 2,581 15,548,335
7,326,514
24,412,176
6,376,238
30,788,414
27.8918
$1,012,955.92 lowing committee: Messrs. HarHOLLAND CITY .......... _i.-_________ 1,818 16,384,500 7,077,400 23,461,900
board which motion prevailed.
1,127,769
4,589,783
1,334,236
5.3666
5,924,019
4,796,250
55,188.33 rington,Van Dyke and Ter Avest
1,096,200
3,700,050
Balance Jan. 1, 1952
_________
1,026
The committeeon Buildings and ZEELAND CITY _________
Mr. Lowing moved that the Grounds reported that they had re$2,565,675$17,896,093 $89,775,108 $20,609,865 $110,384,973 100.0009
______ .347,908 $74,836,145 $20,218,410 $95,054,555
TOTALS _____________
$1,068,144.25
board adjourn to Wedncfday, April ceived estimate* of the cost for
ixpondifurts
Grand Haven, Michigan, April 17, 1953
15,
1953 at 1:30 p.m. which motion the improvement of the Courf TO THE HONORABLE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
Construction
$204,552.49$ 9,969.74 $ 214,522.23
Respectfully submitted,
OF OTTAWA COUNTY, MICHIGAN
House Parking apace.
Maintenance
188,094.24
366,496.59 prevailed.
178,402.35
CLARENCE
REENDERS,
Mr.
Slaughter
moved
that
the
GERRITT BOTTEMA
Gentlemen:
Special
164,756.52
164,756.52
Chairman report be laid on the table until the
JOHN H. HELDER
17,621.82
36,712.13
Administration
19,090.31
Your committee on Equalization beg leave to report that w# have compared the
DICK NIEUWSMA
WILLIAM WILDS,
next meeting which motion pre- differentassessment rolls of the various Townships and Cities, and have equalized
JOHN HASSOLD
$402,045.15$380,442.32$ 782,487.47
Deputy Gerk vailed. same as set forth in the above and foregoing statement
GEORGE W. SWART
Building
3,711.27 4,431.12
8,142.39
Resolutionby Mr. Harrington:
ROY H. LOWING
RESOLUTION
Second Doy's Session
JOHN VAN DYKE, Jr.
$405,756.42$384,873.44$ 790,629.86
WHEREAS, it has plaaaedAlmighty God
Committee on Equalization
28,859.29
take unto Him on* of the members of
The Board of Supervisorsmet to
our Board of Supervisor*,John Galien
Equipment Account ______
55,649.14
pursuant ' 1
adjournmenton of Holland, Michigan.
Mr. Bottema moved that the reReimbursable Accounts
124,232.60
mendations of the committee be bach, Ponstein, R. L. Cook, HarWednesday, April 15, 1953 at 1:30 THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that port be adopted which motion prerington. Koop, Wade, Van Dyke,
we express our deep and sincere sorrow
adopted.
999,370.89 p.m. and was called to order by in the low of one of our fellow Supervi- vailed as shown by the following
Townsend,Bloemendaal, Nick Cook
Mr.
Slaughter
moved
as
a
subSeminarianRalph W. Bronkema
son. We recogniw and greatly appreciate
Credit to Material Acct.
x
7,155.25 the chairman Mr. Reenders.
and Frankena. (27)
of Calvin Seminary was guest
Mr. Frankena pronounced the in- the faithful serviceshe has rendered the
Yeas: Messrs. Kennedy, Vollink, stitutemotion that the report be
(Continued,
on
Next
Page)
County of Ottawa sine* the year 1943, and
laid on the table until the June sespreacher for the morning and eve992,215.64 vocation.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that Hassold, HEcksel, Lowing, Blenning service on Sunday. The HolBalance Dec. 31, 1952
Present at roll call: Messrs. the blerk of this Board transmit a copy ders. Helder, Smallegan, Stegenga, sion of this board, which substitute
75,928.61
land service was conducted by the
Kennedy, Vollink, Hassold, Heck- of these resolutionsto the family of the Nieuwsma, Ter Avest, Fendt, Szo- motion lost ;.s shown by the fol- Injured Man Removed
Rev. C. Maring.
lowing
'
$1,068,144.25 sel, Lowing, Reenders, Helder,
pinski,
Bottema,
Slaughter,
Gavin,
HARRY HARRINGTON
PRIMARY EXPENDITURES
A special pentecostalMission ofYeas: Messrs. Kennedy, Hassold, To Ludington Hospital
Smallegan, Stegenga, Nieuwsma,
JOHN H TER AVEST Mohr, Ver Duin, Swart, Rosbach,
Roadbed
..$ 17,830.18 Ter Avest, Fendt, Szopinski, Botfering will be received at the serJOHN VAN DYKE JR. Ponstein, Cook, Harrington, Koop, Reenders,Helder, Smallegan, Ter
(Special
Structures
- 17,798.19 tema, Slaughter,Gavin, Mohr, Ver Mr. Harrington moved the adop- Wade, Van Dyke, Townsend, Nick Avest, Slaughter, Gavin, Bloemen- GRAND
vices next Sunday.
Drag and Patch
Maurice Boon, teacher in Mason
_ 20,918.38 Duin, Swart, Rosbach, Ponstein, tion of the resolutionwhich motion
A specialmeeting of the Ladiea
daal
and
Nick
Cook.
(10)
Cook, Bloemendaal and Frankena.
Resurface - Gravel
- 21,327.18 Cook, Harrington,Koop, Wade, prevailed.
High
School, who was seriously Aid will be held tonight at 8 p.m,
Nays:
Messrs.
Vollink,
Hecksel,
Resurface - Blacktop _
_ 16,619.59 Van Dyke, Townsend, Bloemen- Mr. Bottema moved that the Nays None.
Sunday School Teachers meetBlacktop Maintenance„
- 28,068.37 daal, Nick Cook and Frankena. board adjourn to Tuesday, April Mr. Mohr reported that the com- Lowing, Stegenga,Nieuwsma, injured in an automobile acci- ing will be held Wednesday at 8 1
Concrete Maintenance.
Fendt,
Szopinski,
Bottema,
Mohr,
dent on May 6 while returning to p.m.
166.22
21, 1953 at 1:30 p.m. which motion mittee on County officer*had inAbsent none.
Blacktop Construction_ 47,445.82
vestigated the propositionwherein Ver Duin, Swart, Rosbach, Pon- Mason from Ann Arbor, was reThe public is invited to attend
prevailed.
The
journal
of
the
first
day’s
sesConstruction
„ 160,204.10
all county employees be classified stein, R. L. Cook, Harrington, moved from Blodgett Hospital in the graduationexercises of the
CLARENCE REENDERS,
sion was read and approved.
Betterments
_ 21,840.03
as to type of work they ara expect- Koop, Wade, Van Dyke, Townsend, Grand Rapids to LudingtonSun- class of 1953 aof the Allendale
Chairman
Snow Removal
- 26,897.58 The Chairman announced the
ed to perform for the county, and and Frankena.(20)
day morningVIVIAN NUISMER,
Christian School to be held Friday
Traffic Control _____
following
committee
appointments:
3,475.45
Boon wu first taken to a hos- at 8 p.m. in the First Christian
to establisha definiteprogram of
The motion was then taken on
Dep.
Clerk
Roadside Development
1,214.26
COMMITTEES
compensationfor same and that the original motion which motien pital in Howell and on May 9 was Reformed Church of Allendale.
Weeds
......
„ 12,951.07 Ways and Means— SlaufhUr,Bottema,
the Municipal Personnel Service of prevailed as shown by the follow- transferred*to Grand Rapids. His
Smallegan. Ter Avest. Townsend.
Mrs. J. Lamer and Mrs. H.
Third Day's Stssion
Equalisation—Bottema. Swart, Hslder,
condition shows signs of improve- Stremler received word of the
the MichiganMunicipal League of ing vote:
•ffirV
1405 755 47
Nieuwsma,Haaaold, Lowing, Van Dyke.
Yeas: Messrs. Vollink,Hecksel, ment and he was removed to the death of their brother,John MarSnteacuSr expenditures 100111(16 approximately$65,000.00paid to Taxes and Apportionment— Koop. N. The Board of Supervisors met Ann Arbor, Michigan are hereby
Cook. Vollink. Helder. Kennedy.
pursuant to adjournmenton Tues- recommended to perform the serv- Lowing, Reenders, Helder, Smalle- Ludington Hospital to enable his link.
Printing and Stationery — Bottema, day, April 21, 1953 at 1:30 p.m, ice at a cost of approximately $1,- gan, Stegenga, Nieuwsma, Ter brother, Dr. Floyd Boon, a LudA new address is Pvt. Jasper
Ptid in 1952 — ..........................
'0NDS
jag,.*, Swart. Frankena.
Lamer,
U.S. 55286866 Co. L. 17th
ington
physician,
to
keep
the
paand
was
called
to
order
by
the
000.00.
Avest,
Fendt,
Szopinski,
Bottema,
Conaervation—Lowing, Hecksel, Stegen(Balance due April 1953 $27.676.52)"
Inf. Regt. A.P.O. 7 c/o P.M. San
ga.
chairman Mr. Reenders.
Mr. Mohr moved that the recom- Gavin, Mohr, Ver Duin, Swart, Ros- tient under observation.
Francisco, California.
A 1/c Albert Jay Wesseldyke is
enjoying a 25-day furlough at
1w
the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. Wes- .
SPECIAL
seldyke.
AUTHORIZATION
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MAINTENANCE CHART

h

5
I

if
Allendale

4

Blendon M

.

_

Chester
Crockery

_

-

Georgetown „
Grand Haven

_

Holland

___

Jamestown
Olive

.
-

_

Park _________

10,642.80

.

13444.80

.

Robinson ____
Spring Lake „
Tallmadge
Wright
Zeeland

.

_
__

.

M

.

4

6,006.09
7,121.28

$197,146.00

Maintenance

Expenditures

Local Road
Expenditure*

_
-

®°'U6W
184,756.51

6,759.38
4,668.75
• 4,612.50
5.081.25
5.062.50
7.771.88

6.300.00
3,309.38
3.412.50
5.896.88

20.864.99
14.411.60
14,237.96
15,684.93
15,627.05
23,990.41
11,112.35
23,568.15
15,742.80
19,591.68
8,862.48
19.446.99
10,215.47
10,533.78
18.202.61

5.796.88

18,102.61

5.706.25
5.100.00
6.346.88

8,862.48
13,146.99

. 12405.73
. 12405.73

Sp€cialDdUUfM —

$ 12,775.26 $ 10,301.74

$

17481.90

.

Porfsbeldon"

_

12,775.26
14,105.61
9,742.85
9,625.46
10,603.68
10,564.55
16,218.53
11,112.35

•

„

10,473.69
12,634.54
13,078.53
11,032.40
7,895.98
19,418.67
13,198.38
22.946.64

10485.33
16.913.02
5,956.25
7,784.45
13,674.73
17.068.64
13.567.96
13.265.97

$

•

ii
1,440.56
2,193.29
287.35

127.38

621.51
4,857.47
2,678.66
2,906.23
11,662.54
-3,459.26
-6,554.86
4,634.65
4,836.64

at

812.93 $ 4,388.71 $ 1,323.85
898.29
5,736.95
751.39

2,473.52
10,391.30
1.777.06
1,159 .A3
4,652.53
7.731.07
4,571.74
-2,086.03

2,467.12

42.18

2,673.34
343.97
1,288.92
479.62
1,579.47

938.40
1,559.96

319.56
661.40
793.00

846.62
2,353.74
262.54

997.17
1,663.02
1,222.73

AscensionDay service* were

u

4,922.90
5,657.21
7.489.92
3,275.13
6,863.59
8,033.68
13,549.57
3,863.53
7.664.93

1,660.13
125.20
335.16

378.30
720.89
2,317.45
127.69

409.67
210.00

4.255.25
4,106.19
5,688.73
3.882.25
5,064.70
7,717.44

500.67
27.78

$

$ 75,825.03 $272,971.12$220,116.92 $ 52,854.20 $ 13,459.3* $ 17,762.00$102,156.68

5
2.

ii
1,713.82
1,363.47
1,262.43
1.980.12
1,735.23
1,412.57
3,475.15
1,932.76
1,587.90
1,333.08
1,652.73
410.72
1.107.13
2,039.18
1,323.72
1,722.66
1,988.20

hu
184.27 $

183.61

$

165.29

154.99 v

'

135.36
292.29
324.94
660.26
110.99
85.66
472.55
193.72
114.55
155.46
545.37
130.02
83.01
192.51

1,888.18 $ 28,040.87 $ 4,001.26

12.32
410.45

264.09
1,449.76
732.69
533.20

$

271.72
226.84

224.65

1,252.10.
„

'

586.56
32.02
474.46

•

1,494.87
2,035.11
1,075.60
778.86
206.33

309.61
218.00

-

268.23

527.57
9.38-

•

317.81
325.99
865.81

1,371.17

$

j

if

l

'30.92
155.72
30.56
96.23
* 2,985.07
146.63
7.76
2,389.75
315.57

76.83

498.68

46.51
1,173.62

75.59
'

134.89

450.80

_

113

$

ExpendituresReceipts

$

867.70 $ 11,980.73
482.57
254.55
3,977.18
62.56
1,743.06
1,168.19 . 1,743.06
7,618.55
928.54
3,508.77
553.34
12,583.55
12,007.60
774.92
12,005.50
• . 19.16
41,681.61
741.23
61,579.44
6.53
20,717.17
6,841.70
1,520.81
9,831.10
615.94
12,576.67
19,072.45
756.33 - 11,160.47
7,551.94
. 397.66
2,933.57
469.09
4,433.24
463.33
1,082.60
12,351.86
6,074.27
1,984.69
12,520.59
9,582.87
1,7M.«3
1,238.76
15,238.68
348.71
10,717.22
18,931.93

\

1,926.28 $ 13,467.99'$ 1,064.56 $ 7,590.82 $ 1,026.11 $ 20,130,65 $166,556.52$180,191.45
-1,800.00 (transfer)
$164,756.52

held last Thursday evening.
William Hirdes and daughter,
Helen, have moved from Beaverdam into the home they recently

purchased from Mr. and Mrs. J.
Vander Woude.
Seminarian Van Groningen had
charge of all three service* on

May

10.

A

neighborhoodgathering was,
held at the home of Mrs. John
Luurstema last Thursday afternoon.

The Rev. Robert Evenhuis has
received a call from the East Martin Christian Reformed Church.
The Ovens school children attended the annual track meet at
Zeeland on Wedneaday. They won
the highest number of potato. Whining over the Harlem school 6568. The school was awarded th«u
trophy. Their teacher is M. Mtadersema of Zeeland.

Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Bkuwfamily of Beverdam
spent Sunday evening with Mr.
and Mrs. R. Essenburgand family.

kamp and

$114,871.44

TH1

Future Educational Needs

in

Board of Supervisors

State

HOILAHP OTY NIWS, THURSDAY, MAY

. .

Bankers

Padnos Relates

Nays: Messrs. Kennedy,Hassold the cost of same would ba approxiand Slaughter. (3)
mately $300.00 which motion pre-

Future problems of Michigan’selected a member of the agricultMr. Ponstein moved that the vailed.
“booming business of education" ure committee,MBA; and S. J.
Mr. Lowing moved that the Clerk
floor of the office of the Health De-were brought to the attention of Linck, Ravenna, was elected a
present the Pay Roll which motion
partment
be' re-surfaced and that
225 bankers at Holland American member of the executive commitprevailed.
Legion Memorial Park by D. B. tee, MBA. '
Varner, director of cooperative Resolutions adopted^ included:
Btate of Michigan, County***Ottawa. We, the undersigned. Chairextensoin work at MichiganState
L ‘That we recognize and comCollege,Monday evening.
mend the efforts of the present
Occasion^was the semi-annual administration in Washington to
spring meeting of group 4, Michi- resolve the internationalsituagan Bankers Association,with tions into peace and to stabilize Name of Supervisor ........
Ailee Mileage Days Per Diem Total
Henry S. Maentz of First National the national sphere by eliminating William L. Kennedy
24
13.44
4
32.00
45.44
Bank, and Clarence Jalving of the devastating and demoralizing Louis Vollink ____ . 12.88
4
32.00
44.88
Peoples State Bank, both of Hol- effects of inflation."
John Hassold
27
15.12
4
32.00
47.12
land, acting as hosts.
2. ‘That officials of the state of Ervin Hecksel
.10
5.60
4
32.00
37.60
Group 4 includes bankers from Michigan get busy and put the Roy H. Lowing ___
.30
16.80
4
32.00
48.80
Ionia, Kent, Lake, Mason, Me- financial affairs of this state in ClarehceReendert
. 6
3.36
4
32.00
35.36
John H. Helder ___
costa, Montcalm, Muskegon, New- order."
24
10.08
3
24.00
34.08
.38
21.28
4
iaygo, Oceana, Osceola and Ot3. A resolutionwas passed Dick E. Smallegan
32.00
53.28
21 ~ 10.82
3
‘rtawa counties.
mourning the' deaths of group 4 Albert H. Stegenga .
24.00
34.82
?8
15.68
4
32.00
47.68
Varner pointed up the fact that members: Ira A. Cummings, State Dick Nieuwsma ___

_
_
,

*

City; Edward M. John H. Ter Avest _
Den Herder, president of Zeeland Chris Fendt
Case Szopinski
State Bank; Milo A. White, presiGerrit Bottema _____
dent, Fremont State Bank; W. A.
Henry C. Slaughter
Weaver, manager Walkerville Frank Gavin _______
branch of State Savings Bank of Maynard Mohr
Scottville,and Jacob Haveman,
Claflde VerDuin
president of Moline State Bank. George Swart
B. P. Sherwood, Jr., president, Phil F. Roibach
Michigan Bankers Association, Jacob Ponstein
spoke briefly and outlined the his- Richard L. Cook ..
tory, needs and purpose of the Harry Harrington
160,000 by 1970.
MBA. Purpose of the state-wide William Koop
He said that it now takes an organization (which includes 446 Lawrence Wade
appropriation in the neighborhoodstate, national and private banks John Van Dyke _____
of 136,000,000 for state schools and trust companies, along with James S. Townsend
and it will take $48,000,000 in associate members) is “to do good D. C. Bloemendaal
Nick Cook ...;_________
1960 and jump to $82,000,000 in for bankers and banking."
1970.
Executive Manager Ralph Stick- Nicholas Frankena

Bank, Carson

college enrollmentsin Michigan
art expected to more than double
by 1970 and "it is a serious problem we all must face and to
which we all must seek a solution." Whereas enrollment In
Michigan public colleges in 1950
was 75,000, the speaker said1 increased birth rates and a rise in
the percentage of boys and girls
who want to go to collegeare expected to boost that figure to

_____

_
__

9.52
9.52
7.84
1.96
12.32
15.12

.14

3V*

_

??

_
_

27
1
1
1

u Varner urtderlinedhis

talk with
birth rate figures, both for Michigan and the nation; present college attendancefigures compared
with 1900 and so on up through
the years. He also showed graphs
showing the increasedcosts of
educating the youth of Michigan.
Varner prefaced his talk with a

'

changing tax bill
situation in the Michigan Senate
as it was when he left Lansing at
3 p.m. Monday and made a few predictions. He forecast a deadlock
els outlined the

Given under our hands,

.

1

.

1

.23

23
.28

28
?8

4
4
4

4

.56

4
4
4

.56

12.88
' 12.88
12.88
12.88
12.88
' 15.68
15.68
15.68

23

4
4
4

14.56
.56
.56
.56
*

?3

_

'

.17
.17

4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

32.00
32.00
32.00
32.00
32.00
32.00
32.00
32.00
32.00
32.00
32.00
32.00
32.00
32.00
32.00
32.00
32.00
32.00

32.00 ,
32.00

$310.14

day

this 22nd

1953

Woman

.

(Coart.from Free ceding Page)

butlined to Large Group of

21,

$944.00
of April, A.D. 1953.

-

Usefulness of

OU Scrap Metal
"An old piece of steel never dies
—It’s usually reincarnated."So
says Seymor Padnos of the Louis
Padnos Iron and Metal Company.

Any

Driver Charged

GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Lilah Campau, 62, Spring Lake,
was charged by state police with
driving to the left of the center
line as the result of an accident
on the country road in Spring
Lake townshipat 5:30 p.m. Monday with another car driven by
Mary Kay Bult, route 2, Spring
Lake. Mrs. Bult was traveling
south as the Campau car came off
a side road, made a wide right
turn and struck the left rear of
the Bult car. No one was injured.

piece of steel that .you pick

up in your Holland industrial plant

may

be entering its fifth or sixth

useful life. It

may

Total Attendance

have just pass-

ed through Holland months before on its tortorous journey
from Texas to Pittsburgh, and
your plant may now be forming
out of it a part for a machine that
will end up back in Texas. Fifty
per cent of steel Is reincarnated,
salvaged as scrap and put back in

Peggedat350,000
Durhig Four Days

crowd was captivated by the well
planned program which started
with marching maneuvers by the
YpsllantiGirls’ Drum and Bugle
Corps which climaxed their act
with dancing the celebrated Highland Fling. Community singing led
tyy Eugene Heeter and the popular
match lighting ceremony provided

CLARENCE REENDERS,
Chairman of Board

of

Supervisors

between the House and Senate
ANNA VAN HORSSEN,
and recess Friday until July 3.
Clerk of Board of Supervisors
The foregoing Pay Roll paid in full the 22nd day of April, A.D. 1953.
At that time if there is no agreeFRED DEN HERDER,
ments he forecasts adjournment
County Treasurer
few witty # anecdotes comparing and a special session call by Gov.
Mr. Mohr moved the adoption of
his native'Texasto his adopted Williams in the fall to propose a
The Journal of the fourth day’s
the report which motion prevailed
Michigan. He is the youngestco- four per cent corporations tax.
session was read and approved.
operative extension work director
C. L. Crimmins,retiring secre- as shown by the followingvote:
Yeas: Messrs. Kennedy,Vollink,
in the United States and has been tary-treasurer,
Mr. Nick Cook moved that the
read minutes of the
at Michigan State College for the Oct. 5, 1952 fall meeting in Grand Hassold, Hecksel, Lowing, Reen- board adjourn subject to the call
last five years.
Rapids and gave the financialre- ders, Helder, Smallegan, Stegenga, of the chairman which motion preBusiness transacted at the meet- port.
Nieuwsma, Ter Avest, Fendt, Szo- vailed.
ing includedelection of officers
Jalving opened the meeting and pinski,Bottema, Slaughter, Gavin,
CLARENCE REENDERS,
1 (for the coming year and adoption after a brief welcome introduced Mohr, Ver Duin, Swart, Rosbach,
Chairman
of a report by the resolutionscom- president Linck.
Ponstein," Cook, Harrington, Koop,-

Charged

With Negligence
GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

-

audience participation. Other varie- A warrant Charging Albert Molty acts Included music by the Ban- enkamp, 22, route 1, West Olive,
jo-tainers of Muskegon, winning
with negligent homicide, was
twirlers a special spot for Sonle
towed by ProsecutingAttorney
Rogers, a comedy act by Acrobat
Wendell A. Miles late Monday af-'
Newt Loken and his two daughters,
and fireworks providedby E. H. ternoon, as the result of a fatal
accident which occurred in Grand
Picard of Marne. The 270 klompen
Haven at 1:10 a.m. Sunday, redancers scored a hit in their last
performance ar they took the field sulting n the death of 18-yearold Bettie Mae Martin, only child
and danced on the green under the
of Mrs. Daniel Martin, 539 Monlights.
roe St
Drills and maneuvers by the
The accident occurred when
crack Warsaw, Ind., High School
band, a fast-stcpplngaggregation Molenkamp’s 1948 model allegedly
which in addition to field drills struck the side of a 1950 car drivformed two colored tulips and a en by Gordon R. -Thompson, 29, of
windmUl that turned. The tulips 427 Jackson St., throwing Miss
were red and yellow with green Martin out of the car. The Molenstems, and the windmill in red, kamp car, after the accident
white ,and blue lights. For the fin- traveled 79 feet, digging a sixale they formed a big U.S. ringed inch trench In the lawn of Mrs.
by klompen dancers as Heeter led Hans Zattlln, and uprootingan
the crowds in singing,"God Bless eight-inch tree in the yard.
America."
Molenk&mp was travelingsouth

41.52
6
41.52
The 1953 Tulip Time festival went
39.84
into the record books as a great
33.96 the mill again.
44.32
'"Scrap should not be confused success today, with the usual largq
47.12 with ‘junk’, says Mr. Padnos. crowds jamming the city for the
46.56 "Junk is those things you wish finale Saturday.
32.56
someone would get out of your The usual arguments went on to32.56
sight. But scrap is a very valuable day on festival attendance. Holland
32.56
commodity, absolutely essential police said the crowds were light32.56
for the maintenance of present- er this year jor the week-end be32.56
|American economy. The cause they found they could get
44.88
moment
we touch your “junk", it around more easily. Others argued Mary Dykhuls waa In charge of
44.88
becomes,in the eyes of industry that the police are getting more the First Reformed Church Jun44.88
44.88 and your government, extremely more efficient and don't know it, ior ChristianEndeavor meeting
pointit.j to cars parked clear up to held on Sunday afternoon. The
44.88 valuable scrap."
Much metal each year falls into 19th St. for Saturday’s parade, a song service before the First Re47.68
47.68 disuse in the form of obsolete and full 11 blocks from downtown.
formed Church evening service
Sunday’sIntermittentrain failed was led by Earl Laman.
47.68 ruined machinery, old jalopy bodies and out-moded parts, literally to halt visitors,and there were
The Golden Chain CE Union, to
$1,254.14 .millions of discarded articles, in- steady streams of cars traveling

Zeeland

day

Driver

on Hopkins and Thompson west
on Franklin at the time of the impact.
Funeral services for Miss Martin (Were to be held this afternoon
at Van Zantwick funeral chapel
Franklin’s 13 rules of conduct
embraced temperance,silence, or-

der, resolution,frugality, industry,
sincerity,justice, moderation,
cleanliness, tranquility, chastity
which Zeeland Reformed Church and humility.
dustrial plants, the railroads, tulip ianes and going to the tulip CE societiesbelohg, will meet at
farms, homes— almost everywhere farms most of the day. Rain kept the North Blendon Reformed
you look you see tilings made of several visitors from getting out of Church on Thursday at 8 pja
metfll that are useless. Add to this their cars, and many were the
The Rev. Jay Weener will lead the
the tons of rejects from factory times that windows were rolled
song service. The film "Like a
processing, the "scrap" left when down and cameras point out at tuMighty Army" will be shown.
stampings are taken from sheet lips in the rain.
This evening at 7:45, the Men’s
metal, turnings and shavings from
For the 5 days last week, estiBrotherhood
will meet for a regulathes, shapers, drills, and other mates list approximately375,000
metal working machinery. You for Tulip Time, and with the tulips lar meeting. Miss Jerene Beltman
can begin to account lor the con- in good conditionfor another week, who is associated with missionary
(tepair All Kindt
tinous flow from the capillary it is expected crowds easily will work at Annville, Kentucky, will
sources, back through the system pass the 500,000-mark, the usual show pictures of her work. Since
Of Ltaky KooftI
of collectors, dealer, processor,and number of visitors attracted to this is the last meeting of the
year, officerswill be elected for
back to the hungry heart, the fac- Tulip Time.
Wall recover old roofs
tory of our own home town and
Estimates foljow: Wednesday, the new year. This Brotherhood
like now
install new
the huge plants upon which we 40,000; Thursday, 45,000; Friday, recentlyvoted to Join the Reformones
reasonably.
Estidepend for the everyday articles 30,000; Saturday, 160,000;Sunday, ed Church Brotherhood.
mates furnished promptwe use. Even rust may be salThe Priscilla and Aquila Society

W#

—

100,000.

mittee.

WILLIAM WILDS,
Pre-meeting entertainmentin Wade, Van Dyke, Townsend, Bloevaged. One railroadcompany alone
ly.
The festival loaders expressed of the Second Reformed church
A. C. Vanden BOsch, presidentof eluded five songs by the Holland mendaal, Nick Cook and Frankena.
Dep, Clerk
salvages 400 tons per month in
met on Monday evening In the
sincere
appreciation
to
the
many
Zeeland State Bank, read the list Windmill Chorus of the Holland
the form of scrapingsfrom its hard-working local citizens who Fellowship Room. The Rev. Elton
of nominations, which were unani- SPEBSQSA chapter, under direc
cars.
contributeu generously of their Van Pernls of Byron Center premously approved.
tion of Francis Hodgeboom, Grand
The average scrap salvage op- time and efforts to make the 1953 sented a travelogue and commenLouis V. Walsh, vice presidentof Rapids. The chorus was given a
eration requires a capital outlay
festival a success. "More and tary. Members of the We-Two
Peoples Savings Bank of Grand loud ovation after each selection.
Donnie Palmbos, son of Mr. and of about $50,000. It is officially
more, we in the Tulip Time office club of the First Refonned
Haven, was Earned chairman to
Announcement
was
mad^
last
The#Rev. Christian Walypord of
classifiednot as a retailing but
succeed S. J. Linck, president of Third Reformed church, gave the \yeek by villagepresident George Mrs. Justin Palmbos, is confined as a processing job. It is a hair- realize that it is the co-operation Church were Invited guests.
Women of the First Reformed
of many individuals and groups
to Zeeland Hospital, as the result
Ravenna State Bank.
invocation.
trigger, split-seconddecision job
Wright of the appointment of
that makes the festival the great Church spent today cleaning the
Other officers elected were C. L.
Awarding of priz&, donated by
of a skin grafting operation. He where the supply must be kept
Crimmins,cashier of Howard City local merchants, concluded the Joseph Dempski as village mar- received third degree burns at his adequatefor the demand and se- success,” Manager 1 Larry Wade church. They started at 8 am.
RUBEROID PRODUCTS
said.
with .cleaning equipmentThey
shal to succeed Samuel Dessent.
State Bank, vice chairman, and A. meeting.
29 East 6th Street
lection
and
segregation
organized
home two weeks ago.
W. A. Butler, president of Tulip brought their own box lunch.
H. Burch, assistant cashier of NaMr. Dempski has served as a polcarefullyto keep the products
Time Festival, Inc., added his Coffee and hot soup were proAdrian Brower who has been 111
tional 'Bank of Ludington, secreice officer in Saugatuck for sevflowing pace to keep the mar\
tary-treasurer.
at his home for several weeks ex- kets supplied and the home-plant thanks, saying "It’s awfully hard
eral summers.
fo list all the people and groups
County vice presidents named Kite Fliers
pects to go to the Mayo Clinic storage facilities unglutted.
Gordon Aalderink and Harry
who have done so much, but
were: Ionia— Joseph A. Hauck,
Thursday.
Thus this generationsees an^
thanks everybody;you've done a
cashier, First Security Bank,
Newnham attended the banquet The Golden Chain
meet- other industry come of age, sees
great job."
Ionia; Kent-Willard Van Singel,
given by the Badger Motor Co. in ing will be held Thursday evening the former "junk man" reach reTo
Louis Padnos Iron & Metal Co. supplies 5 paper
The festiva’ this year enjoyed
Vaihier, Byron Center State Bank:
the Hotel Pantlind ball room last at 8 p.m. in the North Blendon spect ability as businessman and fairly good weather, a contrast to
Lake— H. J. Hollister, cashier,
Reformed church. Cars will leave central figure in an importantinmills with 10% of their row material needs.
Because most of the children in week as part of the National
the regions surroundingWestern
Lake County State Bank, BaldHuyser store at 7:30 for all young dustry.
Water Works Convention. /
Michigan
where
rain
and
drizzles
Holland
and
vicinity
were
busy
win; Mason— Bruce R. Draper,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hoerman people who wish to go.
seemed to be the order of the four
cashier, State Savings Bank, last week with Tulip Time ActivThose graduating from the Mrs. Ann Ryder Dies
now have their Chalet Studio open
days. Cool weather plagued parScottville;Mecosta — Merton A. ities, the deadline for entries in
eighth
grade
of
Sherbourne
school
ade chairmen the first two days,
Kraas, vice president,Citizens the kite-flying contest has been and will welcome visitorsas in are Ron Bekins and Charles Klyn- At Convalescent Home
former yeari
always buying
materials
and blight sunshine Satufday
State Bank, Big Rapids.
stra.
Phyllis
Hassevort,
Carol
extended until Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fay Zeigler and
morning changed to overcast skies
Montcalm— Charles W. Smith,
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
Hop,
Marilyn
Vereeke
and
Ron
The sponsoring Holland Kiwanis Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Zeigler and
president,Commercial State SavMrs. , Anna Ryder, 77, f of 1220 in the afternoon, but no rain fell
children of Reed City visited their Koeman are graduates of the Huyings Bank, Greenville; Muskegon Club and City Recreation DeFranklin St., died at HillcrestCon- until after the close of the Tulip
ser
school.
Time Varieties Saturday night —
—Clarence S. Cloetlngh,vice pres- partment announced that all boys brother, Maurice Herbert and
Mr. and Mrs. Minard De Jonge valescent Home at :30 p.m. Mon120 Uv« Ave.
Holland, Mick.
family last Sunday.
ident and cashier,National Lumday. She had been in ill health for and then only a few sprinkles.
and girls up to 12 years of age are
and
children
from
Grandville
were
Mrs. Robert Schaufeleof DeSunday’s
intermittent
showers
Inbermens Bank, Muskegon; Newfive years. She was born in Minnetroit was in Saugatuck for a few Sunday visitors with Mr. and Mrs.
aygo— M. D. Watts, executive vice eligible to enter.
sota April 2, 1876, and had lived in terrupted no particular schedule,
Ted De Jonge and family.
days
last
week.
Entry blanks are available for
although it discouragedhosts of
presidentand cashier, Fremont
The senior class of Saugatuck A men’s quartet from the Eighth Grand Haven most of her life. She visitors hoping for a clear day for
State Bank; Osceola — Ludwig Holland and vicinity children at
was
married
jn
1899
to
Oren
RydReformed church of Grand RapIt
Bohls, cashier, First National the Chamber of Commerce office High School left Holland Saturday ids gave special music in the local er, who died in 1938. She was a color photos.
Saturday's
biggest
spectacle,
the
‘•Bank, Evart; Ottawa— Gus Ap- or at the principal’s office of pub- afternoon aboard the Steamer
South American for a four-day Reformed church for the Sunday member of the MethodistChurch parade of 44 bands with floats and
pelt, Jr., cashier,CoopersviUe lic elementaryschools.
and a former member of its Latrip to Chicago, Mackinac Island evening service.
costumed units, attracted the bigState Bank; Oceana— D. E. Colv
The contest will be run off Sat- and Detroit.The Saugatuck school
On Friday the Christian School dies
gest crowds, with persons crowded
lard, cashier, Oceana County Sav- urday afternoon at the 22nd St.
Surviving
are
five
daughters,
bus met them in Detroit for their will hold their picnic in Hughes
12 deep on the long line of march
ings Bank, Hart.
high school athleticfield.
return trip to Saugatuck.Those Grove near Hudsonvile, beginning Mrs. Firmin Vinck of Mononga- which extended down Eighth St.,
Clarence Jalving of Peoples
hela, Pa., Mrs. Harold Rader of
Awards will be given by the Ki- making the trip were: Ronald Nie- at 10 a.m.
ON THE AVERAGE
State Bank, Holland, was re-elect- wanis Club to the boys or girls
River Ave., and on 12th St. midFriday Mrs. Jake Jager will Belding, Mrs. Earl Mead of Spring
way
between
Columbia
and
College
ed a member of legislativecom- who can win the messenger rtice, man, Howard Schultz, Thomas
EVERY 15 SECONDS OF EVERY WORKING DAY.
celebrate her 80th birthday anni- Port, Mrs. Emerson Ballmer of
mittee, MBA. Harry Day, execu- make the largest kite that flies, Hopper, Charles Hiestand, Eugene
Aves. The parade followed the colversary. In the evening relatives Detroit, Mrs. Edward ZimmerWeber,
Donald
Bulson,
Ralph
orful three-hourband review at
tive vice president and cashier, smallest kite that flies,most art*
NN VAN UNTI, Agent
and friendswill meet in the chapel man of Grand Haven; two sons,
State Savings Bank, Lowell, was istic kite, and to those who come Troutman, Richard Kosiarek, RobWilliam of Lake Worth, Fla., and Riverview park with 19 visiting
177 College Avenue
Phone 7I3J
of
the
Christian
Reformed
church
ert Kosiarek, John Mueller, Mar
James of Grand Haven; four sis- bands competing for ratings.
out on top In the final kite fightwhere
she
will
be
the
honored
jorie McKaney, Carol Birkholz,
To the many Tulip Time visiters, Miss Amelia Wuennecke,
ing contest.
guest.
Laurice Herbert, Patsy Engel and
Mrs. Gerrit Kamphuis,Miss Laura tors, the Saturday night Tulip Time
Entries can be made In any one
Carolyn Carr. Mr. and Mrs. WilWuennecke, all of Grand Haven, Varieties was a perfect closing to
particularevent or all five events.
liam Johnson accompaniedthe
Mrs. Arthur Hancock of Grand a successful festival. The huge
Contest rules are the kite must class as chaperones. Mr. Johnson Spring Lake Child Hit
MATINS ft AIR CONDITIONING be made by the individual flying
Rapids; five brothers,George and
By Car on Highway
is senior class advisor.
Paul of Grand Haven, Herman,
it, it must be able to fly and enThe Lennox Fumoce ComMrs. Richard -Boyce of Silver
William and Arthur Wuennecke of
tries will be by teams of two each.
pony, worlds lorpest monoSprings, Fla., called on relatives GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Detroit; 13 grandchildren and one
Chief
of
Police
Richard
L.
Levfocturlng engineers ot worm
and friends in Holland and Saugagreat grandchild.
o I
heating equipment
Dodge Rad Ram
tuck Saturday. Mrs. Boyce is the ingstone of Spring Lake Village is
makes o heating system to
Good Selection - Deed
former Ethel Dempster of Sauga- investigating an accident which
tiia active car for
fit your Indhriduol requiretuck. On Sunday morning she left occurred In Spring Lake Village Funeral Rites Are Held
' ments for gos, oil, or cool
Ruffe
act! va Americana
for Amherst Island,Ontario, Can- at 11:45 am Saturday morning
Lennox dealers are factoryFor
Adrian
Jacobusse
when
nine-year-old
Mary
Adel
and
ada. She was accompaniedby her
trained heating experts.
Eclairs
YOU CAN ROAD TEST
aunt, Mrs. Elizabeth Martin, whe Vladika,route 2, Spring Lake,
Funeral services for Adrian Jareceived
cuts
and
bruises
on
both
At Yeas Service
will spend the summer on the Istfiia moat talked about cor
cobusse, 45, who died unexpectedPlat
land with her sister, Mrs. Wilfred legs when struck by a car driven ly Thursday in Phoenix, Ariz., were
Deyer Night
Steam Cleaning
at S. A. Dogan, Inc.
by
Jacob
R.
Vanderzwaag,
22,
McCormick.
Mrs.
Boyce
will
reMotors and Tractors
held Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. at
and FILLED
Spring Lake.
turn to Florida next week.
the Nibbelink-Notier Funeral ChaAccording to the officer, VanCharles Greenalghis visiting his
AYE.
pel. The Rev. John Hains and Dr.
sister, Mrs. Ellen Oonk, and re- derzwaag, going west on the
MATING n OUR BUSINESS
John R. Mulder officiated. BurS. A. DAGEN, Inc.
-NOT A SIDELINE
cuperating from a recent illness. Main St did not see the child, ial was in Pilgrim Home Cemewho
was
coming
from
St. Mary’s
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Fort
8 W. 7th
Phone 6-6578
t» Rfc»
tery. ,
Pk 6-6828 831 Lincoln
Phone 9210 spent the week-end at their farm Church. She was attempting to
Moke Appointment for Demon.
Mr. Jacobusse had lived in Phoe384 CENTRAL AVE.
PHONE 2677
home, Fort Orchard near New cross the highway to join her fa- nix for the last eight years after
Richmond.
ther who witnessed the accident leaving Holland, where he had livMr. and Mrs. Robert Corlett of from his parked car. Vander- ed all his life.
Elmhurst, HI., spent the week-end zwaag told the officer he did not
Survivors include the wife, the
at their home on the lake shore. see the child until just before the former Ada Badger, two brothers,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert JBerg have impact, applied his brakes and Neal and Peter Jacobusse of
returned from Silver Springs,Md., skidded 18 feet after the child Holland and three sisters, Mrs.
Sold With
Bonaflde j
where they spent the winter with was struck by the left front Murvel Routing, Mrs. John Bergtheir daughter, Mrs. Della Keller. wheel.
Written Guarantee
man and Mrs. William Dykstra,
Annooncements
Miss Jean Edgcomb left Friday
The child was treated by « all of Holland.
to start her season’s work as soc- Spring Lake physician and retong sheets FREE with each
LAKi SELECTION TO CHOOSE FkOM
ial hostess on the Steamer North leased.
order of Wedding Stationery.
American.
Silver and gold United States

Saugatuck
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ROOFING 00.
PHONE 3826
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Louis Padnos Iron & Metal Co.
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Happens Every 15 Seconds

STATE FARM MUTUAL

Aid.

Pays a Claim
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OUR REFRIGERATED CASE

—

MAKE MINE DODGE

Guraaotees Freshness!

r

FARM TRACTORS

Whipped Cream

MACHINERY

Cream

CAKES

Koop Heating

ROLLS
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'
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TRIUMPH BAKE SHOP

St.

/

TROPHY USED CARS
A

UIITED MOTOR SALES

nj-U

Michigan
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fhona 7225

Dunescootens specially-built mo- coins are milled around the edge*
torcars carry tourists over the because persons used to pare the
Silver Lake sand dunce west of edges and then tell the precious
Hart and Shelby.
*

metal.
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At
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Dutch-Kraft
You'll Glory In

Martin Outboard Motors

Sportsman Boat

Trailers
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SERVICE

Your Walla

HUB

Special

The Bier Kelder offer# many
•arvleea for your pleasure.
The best In draught and
bottlad bears and wines and
ehampagflta. Also, sand-

COMPLETE SERVICE

Sensational naw ell base paint
that covert ovar any aurfaca In
one coat Drlea In 2 hour*.

ESSENBUR8
,

ELECTRIC CO.

50 Wert 8th

8L

Phone 4811
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served by trained employees.

~
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let’s sons of dealer’s school):

Couple

He has been associatedwith his
father in the automobile business
since his discharge from the Marines in 1946. He was graduated

Deal Completed

Wed

in

Hamilton Church
Ligiited

from Battle Creek High School
before entering service. 5

ToTransfer local
Auto Franchise
Transfer of tne local Chevrolet

automobilefranchise from Jack
Decker and Dick Boter to Robert
DeNooyer of Kalamazoo was completed Tuesday.
Negotiations were completedby
. Rob Roberts, Flint zone manager of Chevrolet It includesleasing
of the building and used car lot
located on the comer of Ninth St
and River Ave.

in

Mexico

The family has been keenly interested in Christian education iii
Battle Creek and Kalamazoo.
Decker, who has been manager
of the garage for the last 17 years
plans to ’’take it easy" for a while
and beyond that his plans art in-

Are your monthly payments

to#
big for your budget? We have «
convenient plan for reducing them
as much as one-half. Often we
can also advance extra cash' fear
things you need.

An appropriate memorial— lighting of the Chancel window in Hope
Memorial Chapel— in memory of
Miss Oaryce Rozeboom, who was
fatally injurea in an automobile
accident the early part of the
semester, was announced at the
annual Hope College senior banquet Tuesday evening. Miss Roseboom was a member of the graduating class and was active

definite.

Pianist to Give

You are

cordially invited to stop
in and get acquainted.

Loans 325 to 3500
20 Months to Repay

musical affairs at the college.
The banquet held in the Terrace
Dining room at Durfee hall was in

Senior Recital

Holland Loan Association
10 W. 8th, Holland
Across from Center Theater
Adv.

charge of Jack Hascup, committee chairman, Miss Patricia Moran

and Miss Delores Crooks. Guests
were Dr. and Mrs. John Hollenbach, Dr. and Mrs. b. Ivan Dykstra, Dean and Mrs. Milton Hinga
Prof, and Mrs. Lars Granberg and
Miss Emma Reeverts.
I Prof. Granberg spoke to the

—

WANT-ADS
•INSTALLMENTS ALTERED
TO FIT YOUR PURSE

New Memorial

The Hope College music departThe new owner comes from an
ment will present Mitt Arlene
"automobile’* family. His father,
Ritsema, pianist,in a senior reJerry DeNooyer has the Chevrocital Thursday at 8:15 p.m. in
let franchise in Kalamazoo, and
Hope Memorial Chapel. Miss Rithis uncle, Jake DeNooyer, has a
sema, whose home is in Momence,
similar franchise in Battle Creek.
Bob is the new local dealer. Of- HI., is from the class of Anthony
Kooiker.
ficers of the corporation in HolAssisting her will he David
land will be: Bob, president;Jerry
DeNooyer, treasurer,and Jake De Martin, violinist, and Edward
Nooyer vice president and secre- Vlening, cellist, member of the
college orchestra.
tary.
A feature of the program will
Employes and their wives were
Introduced to the new owners at a be Haydn’s ’Trio in G major for
dinner in the Warm Friend Tav- Piano, Violin and Violincello.’’The
last movement of the work conern Tuesday night

v

Newlyweds Hopeymoqn

Wndow

Graduate Nurse

•“ concerning the seniors' role

tnni. Miss MarjoriePickens
wrote and read the class history
and the Misses Kathleen and Ann
Ver Meulen read the class will
which they had composed.Musical
numbers were furnished by senior
members of the Men’s Glee Club
and Ed Vlening conducted group

The brief program incuded wel- tains the famous Gypsy Rondo.
Miss Ritsema also will perform
come and introductionof the new
dealers,introduction and brief re- the entire "Concertoin C minor,
marks by Roberts, who was in Op. 18,” by Rachmaninoff.She
Holland Tuesday to complete the played the last movement of this
deal, his aide, Jimmy Parker; concerto in the Battle Creek
John Houtaling of Holland, dis- Symphony Contest, in which she
trict Chevrolet representativeand placed second. An arrangement
his wife; Russell Meeusen,GMAC of the orchestral score will be
manager from Qrand Rapids and played Thursday evening by Mrs.
his wife; John Steffel assistantto Kooiker at a second piano. Miss
Meeusen, and his wife, and Nor Ritsema’sother selection- will be
man Miller, GEIC representative Beethoven’s "Sonata in
flat
from Kalamazoo.
major, Op. 110.T
Both Decker and Boter extended greetingsto the new owner and

singing.
Jack Corry, Milestone editor,
presented Jack De Waard, senior
class president,with the new edition of the Milestone. De Waard
announcedthe memorial.

Jaycees Planning

A

,

thanked employes for past cooperation.
Jerry DeNooyer,related the history of his entry into the automobile business.He started as a lubrication man back in 1919 and
worked his way up as mechanic,
service department manager and
finally dealer. His brother, Jake,
has been associated with him since
1927 in the auto business.
Bob DeNooyer also introduced
his wife, Anita, his mother, grandfather and grandmother, at the
dinner.
Bob, his wife and two children,
Bob, Jr., 4, and Anita, 14 weeks,
have moved to Holland and live
at 127 West 24th St. They are
members of Third Christian Reformed Church of Kalamazoo but
expect to transfer their membership to Holland.
Bob served in the Marines during World War II and attended
Calvin College for one semester be-

April,

May

—

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)
observe
their birthdays during April and
May entertained the other county
employes at a birthday party in
the supervisors’room Tuesday afternoon.
Those who observed their birthdays during April include Hon.
Wendell A. Miles, Mns. Helen
Walsh, employed in the probation
office;Mrs. Chariotte Vokal, deputy register of probate; Mias

County employes

who

Ethel Smith, former employe in
the Agricultural office;and John
Smalkgan, assistant sanitarian.
May observersInclude Probation Officer Jack Spangler;Vernon Conant, deputy sheriff;Jean
Avery, Ottawa County Health Department nurse; Mra. Annafred
Palmer, employed in the Probate
office, Eugene Dice, 4-H agent;
Mrs. Dorothy Roberts, employed

going to Post Graduate in the agriculturaloffice, and Mrs.
School -of Modern MerchandisingMargaret Hopkins of/ the treasurand Management in 1960 (Chevro- er’s office.

in

Overisel

(Prince photo)

A

Birthdays

i fore

Vows Spoken

Installation Rite
Mr. and Mrs. Lav erne Von Klompenberg

County Employes Mark

Church

double ring ceremony on with matching net stoles. All carThursday,May 7, in Hamilton ried colonial bouquets of roses
Christian Reformed Church unit- and baby mums and wore roses in
ed in marriage Mies Shirley Klein their hair. Earl Klein, brother of
and Laveme Van Klompenberg. the bride, and Karen Klein, the
Parents of the couple are Mr. and bride’s cousin, were ring bearer
Mrs. Stanley Klein of route 2 and flower giri.
Hamilton, and Mr. and Mrs. Bert,
Pete Holstege, the groom’s couVan Klompenberg of 26 Franklin sin, assisted as best man and DonSt, Zeeland.
ald Schaafsma and Jerome Klein
The Rev.
read the were ushefs. Mr. and Mrs. Henry
rite* at 7:30 p.m. before a setting Volkers, uncle and aunt of the
of palms, ferns, candelabra and bride, were master and mistress of
lilies and white gladioli White ceremonies.
gladioli and candles decorated the
At the reception for 90 guests
pews. Robert Van Voorst sang “I in the church parlors, Mr. and
Love You Truly,” "Because” and Mrs. James Postma were in
‘The Lord’s Prayer.” Lee De Pree charge of the gift room and Miss
was organist
Helena Klein and Miss Virginia
The bride's gown of satin trim- Boeve served at the punch bowl.
med with lace was fashioned with Assisting about the rooms were
an off the-shoulder neckline and Misses Joyce and Faith Lampen,
a double net skirt extending over Shirley Oetman, Loretta Tucker,
the train. Her fingertip veil with Lois Haverdink and Donna Lamlace edge was secured by s tiara pen.
of seed pearls. She carried a white
The newlyweds were to be at
Bible with a white orchid corsage home this week at 3061 State
and streamers.
St., Zeeland, following a honeyMoss Shirley Waiters a* maid of moon in Florida. For going away,
honor wore a lavender net over the bride wore a navy suit with
taffeta gown with matching stole. navy and white accessories.

Isaac

-

Bridesmaids,Misses Bonnie Lou
Mrs. Van Klompenberg is emand Verna Van Klompenberg,sis- ployed at Hamilton Co-op,. and
ters of the groom, wore identical Mr. Van Klompenberg, at Hergowns of yellow net over taffeta. man Miller FurnitureCo

„

.

—

meeting.

Bagwell served as president of
the United States Junior Chamber of Commerce during 1948-49,
and in that time traveled all 48
states, Alaska and Hawaii and 32
foreign countries.

In 1950 he was named “Outstanding Citizen of the Year” by

the Veterans of Foreign Wars
Auxiliaries.He received the 1951
Freedoms Fonrni Award In public yoke and long tapered sleeves.

held at the

Hub

In Zeeland.'Mrs.

The full satin skirt bustled out at Eugene Groters acted as mistress
the back in a peplum framing of ceremonies.Mrs. Harmsen and
the lace-covered satin cathedral Mis* Arleen Timmer served at the
length train. A coronet of rhine- punch bowl and Miss Lorraine
He Is a member of the U. S. stones and bugle beads held her Strong and Mrs. Georgianna Joostnational commissionon UNESCO; nylon fingertip veil. She carried berns arrangedthe gifts.
chairman of the expositiondivi- ^ bouquet of sweetheart roses
For going away, the bride wore
sion of President Elsenhower’s with a white orchid.Her brother, a light gray suit with pink and
committee on employment of Julius Piers, escorted her to the navy accessories and an orchid
speaking and In 1949 was elected
to the order of distinguished Americans by the internationalacademy of sciencearts and letters.

physicallyhandicapped; a member altar.
of the 'AtlanticUnion committee; The bride’s only attendant, Miss
Michigan chairman of the March Arleen Tknmer, wore an orchid
of Dimes, and a member and dir- gown with lace bodice and full
ector of the Lansing Rotary Club. skirt of rayon marquisette.' She

Krook-Solisbury Rites

4 Local Students

A local girl was among the class
of 85 which received diplomasat
’ (Penno-Sosphoto) the 27th commencement of the
Followingtheir marriage on carried a bouquet of snapdragons Henry Ford School of Nursing i#
May 16, Mr. and Mrs. John Det- and orchid carnations and wore a Detroit Saturday afternoon.
ers, Jr., now are honeymooning matching floral headband.
Miss Joan Houtman, daughter
in Mexico. They were married in
Eugene Groters assisted the of Mr. and Mrs. Neal Houtman of
double ring rites performed by groom as best man. Julius Piers 229 West 11th St., maintained an
the Rev. Lambertus Oostendorp and Robert Zylstra were ushers. above average scholastic record
in the Graafschap Chapel, which
Mrs. Deters, mother of the during her three years in training
was decorated with palms, ferns groom, wore a'navy blue ensemble in Detroit.She has been active on
and large vases of snapdragons and had an orchid corsage.
the basketball team and served as
and white gladioli
Music for the ceremony was recreationalchairman for the past
Mrs. Deters Is the former Irene provided by Mrs. Douglas Harm- year.
Mae Piers, daughter of J. H. Piers sen, who sang ’Take Time to Be
Her parents were present for
of route 6, Holland. The groom's Holy” wth Robert Jay Piers at the the ceremoniesSaturday afterparents are Mr. and Mrs. John piano, and “God Gave Me You” noon in the hospital education
Deters of 10559 Paw Paw Dr.
and ‘The Lord's Prayer,”with building on BetHune Ave., DeFor her wedding, the bride sel- Mm. Robert Zylstra at the piano. troit
ected a gown of white Chantilly Mr*. JEylstra, sister of the groom,
lace and satin featuring a lace also played the traditionalwedSwan Creek Crewi Try
bodice with scalloped lace por- ding marches.
trait neckline, sheer nylon tulle
A reception for 50 guests was To Better Wildlife Feed
Mr. end Mrs. John Deters, Jr.

Dick Peters, president of the
Michigan Junior Chamber of Commerce, will installnew Holland
Junior Chamber of Commerce officers at a dinner-meeting
Tuesday, May 26, at American Legion
Memorial Park.
Paul Bagwell, head of the
department communicationsskills
In Michigan State College’s basic
college,will be speaker at the

Read

bride, were master and mistress of

ceremonies for the reception in the

corsage.
Mrs. Deters has been employed
at Holland 'Racine Shoes, Inc., and
Mr. Deters is employed as a tool
and die maker.

ALLEGAN (Special) —

Crews

at Swan Creek wildlife experimental station were busy thia
week planting experimentalplots
they hope will point the way to
more economical and better wildlife

food.

I

Small tenth-of-an-acreplots art
bemg,plantedto broom corn, sorghum and lespedeza,the latter -being a grain virtuallyunknown in
this area. Lespedeza is a hardy
plant which conservationistshop#
will prove attractive to small

game.

At Home After Honeymoon

church annex, attended by 150
guests. Mr. and Mrs. Carl Johnson,

Wffl Get Degrees
HOUGHTON —j F our Holland res-

brother-in-law and sister of the
groom, arranged the gifts and
Misses Joyce Kraak and Grace

•

idents will graduate from Michigan
College of Mining and Technology
at commencementexercises Saturday, May 30.
Michigan Tech will confer 282
bachelors’ and advance degrees in
18 fields of technology at the ceremonies. It is the first class since
World War n in which veterans are
not predominant.
John A. Hannah, assistantsecretary of defense in charge of manpower and personnel,and president
of Michigan State CoUege, will deliver the commencementaddress.
The Holland graduates are Robert L. Adams. John Bremer, Jr.,

Harrington served at the punch
bowl. Misses Lois Kraak and Janet Molter served and Mrs. Ernie
Shoultz and Mrs. Seth Kalkman
assistedin the kitchen.A program
Included a reading by Miss Ruth
Kraak and a solo by Neil Morse.
For their eastern wedding trip,
the bride wore a pale gray-blue
flecked suit with purple and white
accessories and a yellow carnation
corsage. They will be at home after
May 23 at 90 East 35th St.
Both the bride and groom are
graduates of Holland High School.
The bride is employed at the office
of National Biscuit Co., and the
groom, at Continental Motors in
Muskegon.'

Robert M. Lemmen, and Kenneth
P. Van Ess.
Adams, son of Mr. Robert Adams
of 414 East Eighth' St., will receive

the B. S. degree in mechanical
engineering, and will be awarded
a reserve commission as second
lieutenant In the Air Force.
A graduate in electrical engineering, Bremer will also receive the
B. S. degree. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. John Bremer, Sr. of 659
North Shore Dr.

Officers

Named

,

At

Mrs. Daniel Zwier of Maple
Avenue Christian Reformed
Church was elected president of

Lemmen is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Benjamin Lemmen of 48 West
13th St He will receive the B. S.
degree in electrical engineering

Mr. ond Mrs. Ivon

and a commission 4s second lieutenant in the Air Force reserve.
Van Ess, son of Mr. and Mrs.
(Vender Hoop photo) Peter Van Ess of 333 West 17th St.,
Groenheids
will receive the B. *. <degree in

Wedding vow* were exchanged ing net headpiece. Min Georgian
Oldebekking, bridesmaid, wore an
Ivan Groenheidein a double ring equa dress shniliar to that of the
ceremqpy Friday, May 1, in Overi- matron of honor. She carried
sel Reformed Church. The Rev. white and pink carnationsand
A. Tedinghuisenread the rites be- also wore a matching net head-

civil engineering.

by Miss Donna Oldebekking and

fore the altar decorated with can- piece.
delabra ferns and baskets of
The flower girl and ringbearer
white gladioliand pompons.
were Judy Berens and Orin OldeTTie bride is the daughter of Mr. bekking. Judy’s dress was of pale
and Mrs. Oscar Oldebekking of green net /over taffeta and she
Overisel and the groom is the son carried a basket of petals.
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Groenheide
Clarence Walters assisted the
of Oakland.
groom ss beat man. Usher* were
Mm. Wallace Folkert was or- Russell Oldebekkingand Leon
ganist. for the ceremony, and ac- Groenheide.

companied Wallace Folkert who

Both mothers wore navy blue
Truly," ‘'Be- dresses with matching accessories
cause,” and “The Lord’s Prayer.’’ and red rose corsage*. '
Given in marriageby her father, A reception for 80 guests was

sang

T Love You

the bride choae a white floor- held in the church basement Mr.
length gown styled with an illus- and Mrs. John Ver Beek were
ion neckline, lace sleeves pointed
at the wrists and a fitted bodice
of lace over satin which came to
a point at the waist. The full skirt
of net over satin featured two lace

panels which extendeddown the
front of the dreaa A tiara of lace,
rhinestone and seed pearls secured her veil She carried a bouquet
of white and pink carnations with

m

lers.
.

Clarence Waken, matron

satASSJS.TS
the

master and mistress of ceremonies
and Misses Geraldine Nykerk and
Thelma Voorhorst arranged the

CPE Meeting

Engagement Told
Mr. ond Mrs. Rogor Dole Krook
(Prince photo)

Wedding vows were spoken on
Friday, May 8, by Miss Vonda Fael
Salisbury and Roger Dale Kraak.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs.
Harry Salisburyof 90 East 35th St.,
and the late Rev. Salisbury, and
the groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Peter Kraak of 21 160th Ave.
The double ring ceremony took
place at 8 p.m. in Wesleyan Methodist Chtlrch. Officiatingwas the
lev. D. R. Salisbury, brother of
the bride, assisted by the Rev. J.
Hecocks. Palms, ferns, candelabra

and baskets of chrysanthemums

Christian Psychopathic Hospital
Circle No. 10 at the annual meeting Monday evening in Maple Avenue Church.
Other officers elected were Mrs.
A. Schlpper of Bethel Reformed
Church, vice president; Mrs. Dick
Vander Meer of Fourth Church,
•ecretary, and Mr*. Harry Kalmink of Ninth Street Church, msiatant treasurer.Mrs. B. Kok of
Protestant Reformed Church k
treasurerand Mrs. WiHiam De
Mots of Sixteenth Street Christian
Reformed Church k assistantsec-

retary.
Snow, ushers.
Mrs. Ralph Bouwman of ProThe bride’sgown of Ivory satin
testant Refanned Church presidwas styled with a fitted pointed
ed at the meeting. Followingthe
bodice below a sheer yoke featurbusineai session Mrs. J. Hpogstra
ing a dainty lace bertha; long tapof Prospect Park Christian Reered sleeves of satin and a satin
formed Church gave the closing
skirt parted in front in a redinprayer and introducedthe progote effect revealing panel of casgram which included a piano solo
cading lace ruffling to the hemline,
by Paul Lucas and a flute duet
with formal train. Her fingertip
by Linda Lucas and Karen Kraal,
veil fell from a roped band enaccompaniedby Paul Lucas. Mrs.
twined with pearls. She carried
Mrs. J. Har thorn showed pictures
bouquet of white roses, yellow carof a trip she and her husband took
natibns and hyacinths.
to the Netherlandsseveral years
The matron of- honor wore a pur- ago.
ple taffeta gown with net yoke, as
Refreshments were served by
the bride’s. Thebridesmaids Mrs. A. Slenk, Mra. C. Otten, Mrs.
gowns, similarly styled, were of
Maring and Mrs. E. Kiemel

decorated the church.
Traditionalwedding music was
played by Miss Marie Meinsma, orgifts. Waitresseswere Misses
ganist. Neii Morse sang “Because,” lavender.They carried cascade
About 75 attended the meeting.
Dorothy Lampen, Helen Hoffman,
’At Dawning,” “As the Years Go bouquets of yellow carnations and
Retiring officers of CPH CirJane Beltman and Mary KleinhekBy” and ’’The Lord’s Prayer.” hyacinths.
cle NO. 10 are Mrs. Bouwman,
aeL
In the wedding party were Mrs.
For her daughter’swedding, Mrs. president; Mrs. Harry Vander
For their wedding trip the bride
Eugene King, sister of the bride, Salisbury wore a navy dress with Ark of Holland Heights Christian
Miss Delores Woodruff
wore a blue suit with matching Mr. and Mi*. $Uet E. Woodruff as matron of honor; Miss Lois pink and navy trim, navy and white
tefoimed Church secretary, and
accessoriesand a corsage of white of Kalamazooannounce the en- Sonerai of Ludington, bridesmaid; accessories and a corsage of pink
An. Gary Prim of Maple Avenue
and pink carnations.
gagement of their daughter. De- Marilyn Kraak, sister of the groom, carnations. Mr*. Kraak wore a
The bride attended Holland lores, to A/2C Melvin Brandt, son junior bridesmaid; Paul Kraak, navy dress with white trim, white Church, assistant treasurer.
High School and k employed at of Mr. and Mrs. TTieodore Brandt who assisted his brother as best accessories and a red carnation
The National Safety Council
First NationalBank. The groom of 172 West 18tlf St. Airman man; Lloyd Kraak, brother of the corsage.
computes cost of accidents and
is in service and is leaving for the Brandt is stationed at the Duluth, groom, head usher, and John RookMr. and Mrs. Georgs Wyma,
F*r East,
Minn, air baa*. •
m, Robert Da Jooge and Roger hrother-to-W and sister
U’ * * 41 *lr

G

jbe

^

Mr. and Mrs. Theodors Glenn Hoekstra
(Penno-Sosphoto)
After a honeymoon in Florida, the groom, served as ushers.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Glenn The bride wore a gown of white
Hoekstra now are at home at 33 lace net over taffeta, with V neck
Griggs St.. SW, Grand Rapids. and Queen Anne collar, long
sleeves and ankle-lengthskirt. Her
They were married Saturday, veil was trimmed with lace. She
April 25, in First Methodist carried a bouquet of white rotes
Church of Holland.
centered with white orchids.
The bride, the former Joanne Her attendants wore net over
Elaine Schmidt, is the daughter of taffeta strapless gowns with nft
Mr. and Mrs. A1 Schmidt, formerly stoles In shrimp and royal blue,
of Holland, now of 4243 Orleans respectively,with matching heartSt., Grand Rapids. The groom is shape hats. The flower girl wore
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Theo a yellow tiet over taffeta gown
Hoekwstra of Grand Rapids.
with hoop skirt.
The Rev. John O. Hagans perOne hundred guests attended
formed the double ring ceremony. the reception in the church basePalms, candelabra and baskets of ment. Mr. and Mrs. Lester Walker
white carnations and snapdragonswere master and mistress of ceredecoratedthe church. Mrs. Rud- monies and Mr. and Mrs. Harold

olph Mattson was organistand
Mrs. John O. Hagans was soloist.
Miss Joanne Angell of . Grand
Rapids was maid of honor and
Hiss Marcia Diester,cousin of the
bride, was bridesmaid. George
Hoekstra assisted his brother as
best man. The bride’s brother,
Gary, and her cousin, Patricia
Higgins,were ring bqarer and

„

Schmidt arranged the gifts.
* For going away, the bride wort
a dark blue gabardinesuit with
white topper,matching accessories
and an orchid corsage.
The bride, a graduate of Holland High School, is employed at
Grand Rapids Michigan Bell Telephone Co. The groom, a
of Wyoming Park High School, is
Rapid.
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